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In Our ,lit Year

More Taxes, Increased Postage Red Cross
Expected To Offset Pay Raise Collections

Kentucky DECA Sweetheart

11911111hil4

By DONALD FINLEY
WASHINGTON (UPD—Prera
ident Nixon will ask Congress
to put on a "pay as you go"
basis his agreed won 6 per
cent raise for all federal
employes and military personnel. An additional 8 per cent
raise promised the mailmen
will be tied tea post Once
reorgarezetion
Nixon's request, 'which was
being sent to Capitol EMI today,
probably will mean more taxes
and increased postage rates for
Americans to cover the $2.5
billion annual cost of the pay
raises.
The administration and postal
union negotiators' agreement
Thursday ended a dispute that
launched the nation's first
postal strike March 18.
Details of the President's
financing plan were not released Thursday, but John D.
Ehrlichman, Nixon's domestic
affairs counselor, said it could
involve increased taxes and
postage rates. But he specifically ruled out any extension of

the income tax surcharge.
"The pay increases will be
essentially noninflationary in
that they will be accompanied
by a pay-as-you-go message to
Congress," Ehrlichman told
newsmen at the White House.
The agreement reached between the government and
seven postal unions following
seven da.ys of bargaining called
—W begin negotiations
for ilism
Immediately on reorganization
of the Post Office Department
that will be coupled with the
per cent pay boost for mailmen
and a reduction from 21 to 8
years the time required for
mailmen to reach top pay
scale. Mailmen now begin at
(Continued on Pape Ten)

Spring Football Game
Set Tonight At MRS
The limey High School Asmot Spree( football gam will
be played tceight at Holland
Stadium at the high school beginning at 7 p. tn.
Adreissioo tor the game will
be 26 mote for students end
30 cents foe adults. All proceeds
will go to provide•supper for
the football team.

Mrs. G. T. Lilly Is
On State Committee
Mrs. G. T. UJly, hem. ecolioinics teacher at Murray High
School, has been named to the
state nominatiog committee for
the Kentucky Associetion of
Horne Economics Teachers.
The Murray woman will attend a special meeting of the
committee at the Lafayette Senior High School, Lexington, on
Monday, April 6.
Mrs. Sue IL Whitaker of Has'.
ram County High School is
chairman of the committee.
Others on the committee besides
Mrs. LWy are Ruth Averitt of
Lefeyette Senior High, Mary E.
Watkins of Lilly High, and Fannie Porter, Consultant, Area
Supervisor at Home Economics Education.

Joe Rose SpOs
To Kiwanis Club

Below Goal

Harold Hurt, Red Canes Fund
Campaign Chairman for 1970
announced today &Decease
have fallen fir short of the Mte
000 goal set for this year's
drive. As of April 1 only $4.
231.29 have been
contributions.
Dr. Carl Bussing MSU Campaign (tarmac stated approximately $1100 has been received from the University with
other groups still to be heard
froce.
Campaign wort= are still
making contacts for contributions and Hurt emphasized it
is int too Late to send in donations.
Many of the services offered
by the Red Cross will have to
be severely cut back or dropped sitiogether unless *Ancient funds are made &vanillin
a spokesman said. Some of
the
Aboist 2,000 students from Li these services will inelude
Water Safety program, Jesirselle
'clippie_ in. West leentweinPrograms.
expected to be on the Mm-ray Youth, and Blood
24
State Universfty campus to pen Two at the agenciee—the
ticipate in the annelid part of hour military service emergenthe Regions& Munk Festival cy service and aid to disaster
victims—cannot be drepped.
today and Saturday.
At a time when President
Events scheduled for the twoday session include bands, or- Nixon is seeking lo inspire
with the spirit of
chestras and vocal solos and
eneembles. Schools represented vie/mimes-km to help attack our
will be Murray High, Calloway social problems, the lied Cross
County, North Marshal, South and its experience stands as
ileralual, Reedlenci, Lone Oak, me prune resource for this
Pali&M OW spokesman said.
Heath, Paducah Tilghman, Ful"It serves all America and alt
ton City .and Trigg County.
t‘..ontinued on Page Ten)
Under the directioo of Ride
erd W. Farrell, chairman of the
inunic department at Murray
State and president of the Kentucky Music Educators Amon
lance, the event in part of a
statewide program apoosored by
the association.
Bands end orchestras will begin performing at 5 p. m. in
the University School auditors:od resume at 8:30
a. en. April 4 in the same location. Vooal sobs and ensembles
are scheduled to begin at 8:30
a. m. April 4 in the University
School cafeteria.
Farrell said the public is in
vited to attend the perform=

Two Escape Serious Injury
In Accident This._Morning
Dr. Allen W Graves, Dean,
School of Religious Education,
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville, will conduct some special services at
the First Beptist Church. Murray, April 4-5. At seven p. in.
on Saturday he will be conduct.
tog a oontereoce for the young

Music Festival
Underway Today

tusanne Lilly Is
Inducted Into Honor
Society at Vanderbilt

Organizartions and individuals
are rated by a judging panel
of music educators as superior,
excellent, good, fair or poor.
Choral groups and instrumea
tal saes and ensembles from
10 ldgh schooel and junior high
schools leseelcitoated in the first
part of the festival on the cmpus March 28.
They included Murray, Mayfield, North Marshall, South
Menthail, Fulton City, Lyon County, Livingston County, Pa.
deceit Tilghman, Murray University School, Lone Oak, Trigg
County, Symonia, Heath, Reid.
laud, Bneveltoe and Jett=

Pfc. Ronald G. Reavis
Now Serving in Vietnam

Vol. LXXXXI No. 79

BSU Choir To open - Cars Collide
Dr. Graves To 'Week
Long Tour In
Be Speaker At Hoptown on April 11 Headonli
641 South
Baptist Church

Ten Murray students are
members of a 40-voice Baptist
Student Union choir at Murray
Miss Judy Garland of 512
State University which will
Murray, was
open a week-long southern con- South 13th Street. Murray-Callothe
cert tour in HopkinsyWe, April admitted to
way County Hospital this morn11.
in a tow
They are Wanda Billingtort ing after being injured
on U. S. Highway
Kathy Lockhart, Dale Guthrie, car accident
Tommy Lassiter, Marilyn Lassi- 641 South just north of Pas
ter, Glenda Pace, Beverly Pas- chars Truck Leas terminal:
p.; Fsalaelle Ray, Becky Rochee
The Murray girl, age 17, suf.
fared lacerations to the left eye
thed direc
ain
berta
:Uare
rrY
'returaing
Becky
to af
ncier
Leon- and a broken foot, according
tioo
AiL
ud Jenkins, a junior voice mil. to
aid
officals at the hospital. She
from Mt. Vernon, W., the
to the
choir is also scheduled to sp- was broughtChit
11
Haase ambulance.
Also injured in the accident
°tattaw
oe:Vaand
lri
. arid:24:,
ael:
Or
iinadutaAD
lis:tr
-Ten
a...;
lifi
G
7Fla
. was Charles Timmy
:
Scruggs
age 18, of Hazel. He was treat
ed for a oontusioo and &break*
to the left cheek. He was broAccompanist for the group is ught to the hospital by a BlamaEllen
Sue
lock-Caleman Funeral Home
jot- from C1
W :7
'a Pa"
imbulance.

hosigua

Miss Mary Lee Brownfield, a Junior from Murray High School*
at
was crowned DECA Sweetheart for the State of Kentucky
the state Leadership Conference of Distributive Education Clubs
at America. The conference is now meeting in Lexington, Kentucky. Miss Brownfield competed with girls representing DECA
Clubs from all over the state. She will later represent Kentucky
at the National DECA Leadership Conference In Minneapolis,
Minnesota. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Brownfield
of Route 7, Murray. Sponsor of the Murray High organization
Is Mr. Robert Newcomb.

Rev. White To
Begin Ministry
At Memorial

. ers Set
Candy Strip
Meeting For Tuesday

Kentucky State Trooper J. C.
Barnett investigated the acce
cant which occurred about 7:10
this morning.
Scruggs WWI driving a 1.968
GTO Pontiac, going north on
641, and Miss Garland was driving a 1963 Chevrolet II going
Tryouts for the Colt League south on 641.
for the summer baseball program will be held at the Colt
Trooper tarnett said the cars
League field in the Murray City collided Madan and the GTO
from
4,
April
Saturday,
Park on
was stopped on the eat side
two to three p.m.
of the road and the Chevrolet
Any boy born on or between in the south boned lane of trafAugust 1, 1953, and July 91, fic. Miss Garland was partially
1955, is eligible to play in Colt thrown out of her cm after
League in 1970, according to the aockient
Ronald Crouch, president, and
The oars were almost demolJames Thompson, vice-president. ished, according to Trooper Bar
infor
blank
registration
A
nett The Chevrolet was towed
terested boys and their par- in by the Parker Ford wrecker
on
published
ents to complete is
nod the Scruggs car was still
another page of the Ledger le at the scene of the accident at
Times.
10:30 this morning.

Tryouts Scheduled For
CO League Baseball
Program On Saturday

Dr. Alien W. Graves
people only. At the 10:46 worship service on Sunday morning he will preach on the sub.
act "Christ Builds His Church." At five p. m. on Sunday
he will emend a forum for the
adults in Training Union, dealwith the probanss which
are. peculiar to theft in this

Maas Wende
of the Candy Stripers, announced today that a mistliejewill
be Said on Tuesday, Aim .7 ' Rev. Jerrell White will begin
leao of all girls, age 14 or ewen his pastorate at the Memorial
who wish to become Cann Rawest Church on Sunday morn- A native of Rector, Arkansas,
Dr. Graves spent his early life
Stripers.
ing. Worship services will be
The meeting will be held in held at 10:50 a. m. and 6:90 in Clay County, Arkansas, and
the conference room of the Con- p. m. at the church located at Herrin, Illinois. He received his
Bachelor of Education degree
valescent Division of the elur- 10th and Main Streets.
riayenalkiway County HosPital.
(Continued on Page Ten)
been
The new minister has
Candy Stripers are girls who serving as
pastor of the First
do volunteer work at the hosBaptist Church, 'sser, Ill., and
pital and convalescent de sion
(Continued on Page Ten!
They work in many areas including the dietary department,
working on the floors with nurses, the admitting office, central supply, take reading material and trays of food to patents,
(Continued on Pegs Ten)

lumina Lilly
Lusanne Lilly of Murray, a
1986 honor graduate of Murray
State University, was one of
nine senior medics/ students at
the Vanderbilt School of Medicine inducted into the Tennessee Alpha chapter of Alpha
Omega Alpha national medical
honor society March 26.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
G. T. Lilly of 500 S. 16th St.,
Miss Lilly Was officially installed at the annual society banquet following an address by
Dr.-Charles Huggins of the University of Chicago School of
Medicine.
Chartered in 1923, the Teenessee Alpha Chapter at Vanderbilt elects members on the
based of scholarship, character
and originality—with not more
than one-sixth of the students in
the senior clams eligible for
membership.
Purposes of the society are
listed' as the development of
high standards of personal conduct and scholarshen and the
encouragement of nJicaJ re-

Assistantship Is
Awarded To Murrayan
According to a recent announcement from the University
of Kentucky, Mrs. Nancy C.
Knight, of Murray, has been
awarded a 93,000 graduate teaching assistantship from the Department of Mathematics for
the academic year 1970-1971.
She will be teaching one undergraduate mathematics course
at the university or assist a faculty Member with his course,
while taking a full grAuate
schedule of class,ts.
Mrs. Knight, a high honor
graduate of Murra!, Stat' I niversity, is the daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Joe Cowin and is
married to Sammy Knight, a
U.K. College of Law student,
on of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Knight.
'rhey have one infant son, Ste.
vie, and are residing in Lexington.

Three La= Abitelffilln cultures, the kits, Maya and Aztec,
were discussed by Joe Ross at
the meeting of the Kenna Club
last night at Murray Women's
Clubhouse.
"The Mayas were the earliest
of these civilization' and they
were also probably the most ad.
named, Rose said. "They were
solderers and many of the food
plants that we how use were
developed by them. Examples
of these we the Irish potato.
the sweet potato, the tomato,
the strawberry and newly of the
beans, corn and peppers".
"The Incas developed • calendar and there is evidence
that they used the zero", Rose
went on. "The Aztecs were noted for the aqueduct' that they
built which were superior to
the ones the Rowans built. They
cum laude graduate
A sununa
searc
h.
had a city of 90,000 people at
at Murray State in her pre-media time when London had a popMrs. Linda Wright, daughter
cal work, Miss Lilly was selectulation of 40,000."
Provident Tom Timer preed as the outstanding woman of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Darnell,
Pfc. Ronald G. Resets
student and the outstanding Route 4 Murray, is one of two
sided at the meeting and at the
music majors who will be asboard meeting which followed. Private Perst Cass Ronald
(Continued on Page Ten)
sisting in a recital to be preHarold Evenmeyer had his Gene Raven son of Mr. and
sented Sunday, April 5 at 2 30 in
Mrs. Ralph Reavis of Dexter, is
brother as hi guest.
the Recital Hall of the Fine
now serving his overseas duties
Arts Building at Murray State
with the United States Army in
University.
Vietnam.
Mrs. Wright, a sophomore
Be is with the 101st ABN Die
Revival services will be held voice major and soprano, will
Vi110T1 (iiinmobile) and lett for
Vietnam on February 2e of this at the Kirksey Baptist Church sing three numbers: "Die Lottraliod Proofs IstArsaillosal
starting Monday. April 6, and osblume" by Schumann, "The
year
Reava entered the Army on continuing through Sunday, Sand Man" by Forge, and "Kay
WEST KENTUCKY — Partly April 15, 1969, took his beak April 12.
y Carol" by Taylor.
Rev. C. C. Brasher, pastor of
sunny and warmer today. High training at Fort Campbell and
Her accompanist will be Ina
30-35 Fair and warmer tonight his advanced training at Fort the New Zion Baptist Church Ruth Boggvas, a junior piano
in Marshall County, will be the major from Greenville.
and Saturday. low tonight 30- Polk, Louisiana.
be
36.
Presenting the recital
The soldier attended Callo- evangelist. He is a brother of
way County High School and the Kirksey pattor, Rev. M- Joan Ciotti, a junior pian.,
viii Brasher.
jot from Corrtwells, Pa The
Kentueky Lake, 7 a. m. 335.8, was employed by-Garland Used
The song.leader is W. A. Erthe
up 04; below dam 311.9, up 1.6, Cars, Murray, before entering win. The nursery will be open other student assisting 42th
program is Sue CALA, a
the service.
10. gates open:.
for the serees to be held each sophomore percussion major
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 333.3, Plc. Reavis' wife, the form- evening at 7:30 p. m.
from Rumsey, Hy.
with
residing
is
Holt,
Donna
er
2.1.
up
3225,
dam
below
0.5,
up
The church invites the pub, The public is invite, and
Sunrise 3:40; sunset 6:21. her mother in Waverly, Tenn., lie to attend the services.
there is no admission chrge.
at the present time.
Moon rose 4:20 a. in.

WEATHER REPORT

10* Per Copy
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Linda Wright To
Assist In Recital

Revival Services At
Kiksey Are Planned

a

Rev. Jarrell White

James Blalock At Area
Clerks Meeting Today
James Blalock, Calloway Circuit Court Clerk, is attending
an area meeting of clerks from
nine counties at Paducah today.
The clerks are meeting with
officials from Frankfort to discuss the issuance of drivers'
and boat licenses.
Also to be discussed at the
meeting is legislation approved
by the Kentucky General Assembly which affects Use office
of the Circuit Court Clerk.
The meeting will be from
eine a. m. until four p. m. in
the McCracken County Court
Houk law library.
Clerks from McCracken, Graves, Fulton, Heckman, Carlisle,
Ballard, Livingston, Marshall,
and Calloway Counties are expected to attencl the meeting

Memorial Service Set
For Saturday At Noon
A memorial service will be
held Saturday, April 4 at 12
noon at the Douglas Community Center on North Second
Street.
The service will be in rernem
brance of Dr. Martin Luther
King and will feature excerpts
from saw of his speeches as
well as messages from others.

These two cars collided headon this morning on sat south just north of Paschall Tipcks Lines.
The leall GTO Pontiac (top) was driven by Charles T. Scruggs, 111, of Hazel, and HT 943 Chevy
II was driven by Miss Judy Garland of Sit S. 13th Street, Murray.
•
Staff' Obotos by Gene McCutchenn
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Jae. ComaMemos at the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Tames. and
the Ilose-lierabl. October Ie. Mk and the West Statuelow
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MS IL Oh Street. 1111mreg. Itamenelig W111
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FAMILY LAWYER 11.1*.

By Thurman Sensing
EltICUTIVE VICE IltESIDENT

01 the Outstretched Arm

Southern States Industrial Council
almost all workmen's compensa.
tion laws. An employee is generally covered only while he is on
the company's premises. Ott the
premises, he is on his own.
This column makes its debut today on the basic premise
Ne.ertheless. there are imporFOR EQUAL JUSTICE
that many people like to write poetry but for some reason or
tant exceptions. A workman may
other never get any of their work in print.
be cosered off the premises too, if
If you are a professional poet, then this is not for you. If
It has been impossible in raceBEH5'D THE BOMBINGS
he Is gill somewhat under the camjust an average person who seems to have the peculiar
are
you
it years to pick up a Liberal
pany's "sphere of inftuence."
set down thoughts and emotions in poetic form, then
to
ability
Thus, an employee who was hit
The wave of bombings in the magazine without reading about
1312138CLPTI0N RILTS23: Sy Center la bearreg. pir weak Sig, pia
you.
for
is
this
a
"revolution"
his
in
on
con.
while
to
car
way
favorable
a
by
lunch United States in recent weeks is
Mn slat. iaCSUourv and ammonia counsim gar yew. Use.
column will contain some of my own efforts and
Today's
was
to
entitled
held
text.
word
The
has
the
become
compensation. ominous evidence of the spread
karies 1 a A, fltaxis; liseslarat WAALAt.aeraiOe
responsibility of editing any conwhen at appeared that his lunch of Leftist terrorism in this once stock in trade of many Liberal the editor has given me the
in for consideration.
sent
be
might
whIch
tributions
-11:Se emseamftig tares *mu as a Osiwimmasa ft alma
for
paid
was
by
the
hour
company. peaceful country. The explosions writers, commentators and polreceive priority because we
will
•
poems
he hawsgraprer
shorter
binagersa
Naturally,
these
the
Under
circumstances,
also point to the result of ex- iticians. Liberal university act are limited in space to just these two columns. Any poems subbe
to
him
sufficiently
carer( found
cessive toleration of radical ele- ministrators have tolerated re mitted should be copies of your originals since no poems can be
-on the job" to be protected.
volutionaries on campus and ex.
FRIDAY - APRIL 1, LEO
By the same token, in another ments that threaten to tear down cused their words
and behavior returned.
"The
and
wreck
Establishment"
icy sidewalk case, the victim did
After a column or two, perhaps we can devise some regulaNot
ago,
long
armed
revolution
society.
American
collect compensation because of
which we can all follow to prevent any unnecessary corretions
two extra factors in the situation. There's significance in the rap aries held the president of Cot spondence or postage.
First, the sidewalk was used almost rious explosions. Near Bel Aire nell University at gunpoint, am
If you have any poems you wish to submit for considera'trey by company employees. Maryland, two prominent "civil little was done to rebuke the ex tion for publication, mail them to the Ledger and Times, Poem
'
Was this an "on-the- Second. the company was supposed rights" workers lost their lives tremist elements. Other revolt) Editor, 103 North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky.
when a bomb they were apparen- tionaries forcibly seized the dear
accident' Jenkins argued that to keep it free of ice.
:anas
"eriari
les
ewa
,:
at
owsier
This column is for amateur poets and its primary purpose
imber
recort
Lake
princeion.
of
;
e7
botty.ofaga
e crincta
These factors, said the court, lly transporting blew up in their of Harvard talversity, and 00
Ther
wieb
I ine, because his outstretched
was
Febrasry
provide an outlet for these poets so they can see their
stooe
to
is
miss*
Darnell, age 32., obo had been
arni bad been across the property brought the sidewalk area within automobile. Later a bomb b/asted a mild punishment was adminis poems in print. The name and address of the poet will be plac:onsoo
zr.
Lastine
bend yestorday near Pattersoa's
him. over the company's property. the scope of the job, justifying a bole in a Maryland courthouse tered to the offenders.
KorkendaLl, age 65, an. :lariatlei
ed at the end of his or her contribution.
protection for workmen who were
e he slipped.
at tbe moment
Deaths reported are Mrs. Eerie
Some church groups also beat
where H. Rap Brown, black miliPlease type and double space all contributions and use
However. the court denied his injured there.
tant, was scheduled to goon trial. responsibility for the incitemas capitals only where you want them.
it:
put
judge
one
As
still
had
feet
his
that
Murray.
*.ett Doting
Witherspoon of
of revolutionaries. Recently, foi
Ea/rimers, Locks' been on the padre sidewalk. The
-(A workmen's compensation In New York City, an organizaCarl M. Stout, an employee of the U. S. Arley
example, the Executive Council
that
Revolutiona.
tion
Itself
calls
sastuoec
Ita
its
of
MCC
because
humaneness,
law),
at
his
was
it
aware
that
Judge pointed me
vile District, was presaged with ma
of the Protestant Episcopal Churry
9
Force
claimed
for
credit
interpreted
be
in
liberally
should
weak.
List
scoria performance by Colonel C. C. Noble slosider emonfice foot_ not his ilITIA, that •dal the harmony with its purpose to pro- bombings of the Manhattan offi- ch gave a grant of $40,000 tc
Groundhogs Of Calloway County
Hospital staff employees ard!SWUM are
out a round hole
poking
the
nose
Mercedes
Alianza
Brown
Federal
de
their
and
workmen
ces
Oil
Interne.
Mobil
injured
of
Co.,
tect
one.
close
Tile case-aMMIWIll a
tico emblems on their aitiarms.
tional Business Machines Corp., a revolutionary organization in Fur and eyes and teeth and claws
a comeatm 'principle of dependents"
and General Electric & Electro- New Mexico that has engaged in Gentleness and heart and courage
nics Corp. Elsewhere in the nat- armed insurrectionary conflict Round plump body and ferociousiessness
by
stietWlkneare
Senuird
rabic
Aandeete'llterill111011•111011
An
ion there were similar incidents. against state and federal autI.Jr- Digging and hiding so folks don't see
C 1970 Americas lkir AMMeiailor
A shopping mall in Pittsburgh ities. The money was given over Arms and legs and half hearted tail
was bombed and Lawrence Univ- the objections of the bishop of Red hair, light skin, scars and victory
feed in Milwaukee at ttie same ersity in Wisconsin was the tar- the diocese and lay grows. The Mouth, long teeth, chewing and grass
National Council of Churches has Chewing, swallowing and rutnbling belly
Joie of the National Twirling get of an arson attack.
Americans really shouldn't be been an advocate of"revolution." Clover, weeds and beans and trouble
The likelihood is that terror- keen eyes, whistling, sliding and hiding
On Saturday, April 18, the surprised that the radical moveA horse stow will be hell m evalmcgia alb the Comity F
3telelaol Open Contest will take ment has come to the point of ism, including bomb throwing, Spring, peppy and mammy and younguns
this year if at all possible, aeorrese ar members of the County'
tate sad this is open to any coo. terrorist attacks on businesses, will increase until the American Rolling and play and sliding and hiding
Fair Board.
:est= from any state and does public buildings and educational people rise tm and reject the No school and don't miss it
The ceases tabulates in :Away Comity has been slowed
tot require membership in the Institutions. The New Left move- Liberals who urge toleration of Sleep late and get up at ten
clown doe to the rain, lases Lassigar said today.
United States Twirling Associe ment has been heading in this insurrectionists that threaten to Go back to bed and sleep till you get ready
"A grow standing WOWa * catfish hawing out in trout
bon, however, if they want to in direction for several years. In topple the United States. Every Run and play and jump and eat hard corn
of Laveroe Wallis grocery More. Looked to weigh around 25 to
that day thers would be a polo fact, the origins of the current financial grant to a radical group Dogs and cats are bad, mothers are good
an
30 pouods.", from the cohms, "Seen L Heard Aroeod Murray". The
state and Dixie.
IDIIP
of their contest entry fee re terrorism can be traced to the - every words of praise for "re Don't wash behind the ears or hands
lion
Mr. and Mrs. C. A,. Stewart will observe their 50 wedding jaw eves owaking asa shifting
turned to them for each event that radical sitein campaigns of the volution" - leads to the spreac Play in the dirt just like daddy
anniversary April 9 at their home near Old Salem.
,Contests along with the Junior they enter.
of anarchy and a campaign a Foxes are bad and look like dogs
late 1950s.
land Senior Miss Kentucky of
The competition in the Dixie- The black militant who died death and destruction in the Unit But don't bark and sneak up and juxnp
Baton Beauty Pageants are to and Contest will be in the same
Stay near hole, legs are short
Iii the Maryland explosion, while ed States.
held
And little boys carry sticks and run
linPkiiinville,
age groups but will be brokee nce, was active in me voter-reAnd big boys carry guns and don't
Beginners,
for
in
Kenlue- up into classes
gistration drive in Miesiesippi
Nose and ears, alert and ready
South," on Friday, April sison Intermediates and Advaoced she
1964. When informed citizens
ALMANAC
Claws and legs and short and steady
Say ago them, As I live, saint the Lord UoCl, i have no pleasure Saturday, April 18. All of these dents. It also will have the tolkne
ned that year that the persons By United Press International Fight and bite not flesh but dirt
In the death of the wicked; but that the wicked turn from his way events are sanctioned by the Uni- lag categories for other compete invading southern communities
Diz and pock and rest and work
and Uve turn ye, turn ye from your evil ways; for why will ye. ted States Totting Association. tifX1
'Deets,Beginner, inrermed" included hard-core radicals the Today is Friday, April 3, the See me coming and jump and hide - •
Tvo-Batoa,
Advanced
and
tate
The contest is being sponsored
272
die d'Iletse of Israel?- Ezekiel 33:11.
ns.._ evidence ,Was rejected out of 93rd day of 1970 witli .
, to And pokier/4w ease out and take a MN'
by The Wall-ettes Twirling Boos- Small Teanis Large Team ""
""' baria by Liberal commentators follow.
Flaxst. believe, liv
And see if IV going to get ya
ters Club and Mrs. James Wall ce Twirl Solo, Dance Twirl
The moon is between its last Thers was a time I would
and Politicians.
is the contest director. All ofthe and Dance Twirl Teams.
In 1967, a radical action grow quarter and new phase.
When I carried a club long and hard
FOR CORRECT
competition will take place at the Saturday night will bring to the paralyzed the Moringside Hei- The morning star is Jupiter. And wore beads around my neck and dirt
Christian County Middle School, climax a weekend of twirling ghts campus of Columbia Univer- The evening stars are Mercu- And I grunted a lot with no language
Mit and
Glass Avenue in Hopldosville. when the Kentucky State Chain- sity in New York. Aeath. the ry, Venus, Mars and Saturn.
But 1 was understood alright
TEMPUMURE
On Friday,
'
April 17, the Ken- ions are announced from there- Liberals refused to acknowledge On this day in history:
When I swung my club in Calloway County
DAY OR telco011'
tucky State Contest is to be suits of the Friday contest. Also that the leaders of the campus In 1860 the Pony Express Eat and work and sun and run
held. To participate in the state luring the evening the winners revolt were dangerous revolut- began its postal service when Bite and chew and clip and-stebble
NORFOLK, Va. (UPI) - contest you must be a member of each age group will parti- ionaries.
riders left St. Joseph, Mo. and Clover and weeds and beans and trouble
Now you can get an elephant of The United States Twirling cipate in the Twirl-offs andStrutOn March 60 a series of dye Sacramento, Calif. at the slime Don't pile that dirt so high, ya hear
with trading stamps.
Association, or join on that day. offs for the Divisiotal and Grand tamite explosions wrecked a time.
Folks might think there's a worm at work
At least, the Norfolk City The girl's competition for twirl- Champions of the Dixieland Coo- 275,000 townhouse in New York In 1865 the Union army In Calloway County.
by Thomas 0 Perkins
Zoo has done so in a cam- ing and strutting will be heir test The finale of Saturday night Zito The house was being used occupied Richmond, va, which
of
paign sponsored by the Virginia In age groups of 0-6 yrs.. 1 is the crowning of Miss Dixieland, as a bomb factory by young radi- had been the capital of the
Mutrat, tkut!tuf 11.•
Zoological and Aquarium So- yrs., 8 yrs., 9 yrs., 10 yrs., who is chosen as the girl who als who belong to the Students Confederacy.
ciety to collect donations of 11 yrs., 12 yrs., 13 yrs., 11 has compiled the most points For a Democratic Society, the In 1948 the U.S. allocated $5.3
Calloway County Weather
stamps to acquire a baby ele- yrs., 15 yrs., 16 yrs., and over In Saturday competition only. Her atomization that led the strike banal to 16 countries under the
(Change the weather)
When the winners of the age Royal Court is chosen by judges it Columbia University. In the European Recovery Program,
phant for the zoo.
oups are determined then the In age groups at the beginning of :mins of the house was found the In 1962 the federal governClouds gather with no pattern
A group savings project was ompetition for divisional wine Saturday's contest and are crown- Dangled body of Theodore Gold, ment ordered New Orleans to Patches of blue, here and there
time,
same
the
at
ed
of
grades
six
rs
the
and
final state winners
:3-year-old SDS member. It is Integrate the first
authorized by a stamp distribWinds move, push and gather
Entry blanks may be obtained Noteworthy that Gold in 196'1 Its public schools.
be chosen. All of the age
utor (Sperry' and Hutchinson)
Sun
hidden, promise seen
--with a goal of approximately ow winners will be eligibie by writing or phoning Mrs. Jane its viceedmirman of the SDS
Warm there, trying to push through
502
Wall,
Director
Hen.
Contest
•
Nate
compete
U.S.T.A.
the
in
A
thought
for
such,
as
the
at
day- Clouds thick, strong, hiding
lapter Columbia and,
2000.
filled stamp books reContests to be held in Mil. derson Drive, Hcpkinsville, ken. tined a lending role In the cam- American author Washington Men worry, wish for change
quired for "purchase.
' of the
area
886
502
42240.
en,
Code
tacky
in
WiSCOnSiII,
August
Irving said, "There is In every Weather patterns, hard to change
parhy drrm and its transportano disturbances.
970. State competition will atm- 1811 Deadline for entry blank
bm to aiefolk.
to true woman's heart a spark of Pressing bard, machines invented
Tie step from violent
held in Two Baton, Boy's Tirk Is April 8.
fire, which Iles Creatures mastered - hope - weather
/Went actions is a verVort heavenly
ling, and for Twirling Teams
eie, For almost a decade, there dormant in the broad daylight People different - tall - little
A market chain placed col- ese
winners are also eligiblr
tas been preachment of "revolu- of prosperity; but which kindles Machines fail - smile does better.
teeth= boxes M 37 of its stores • compete in
Shower shampoo.
Milwaukee.
joa" in America. The late Her- up, and beams and blazes in
by Thomas 0. Iserkiaa
in the state. School groups
NEW aft-YRK (VP1)-Reauta *Luther King and the late Rob. the dark hour of adversity."
aac
Aati- tit*. o!gateizatioar coopers- Oct Friday night the Juruor
aoliotatiOn of the trading kinior Miss Kentucky of Baba experts suggest shampooing the eft Kennedy both frequently used
3eauty Pageants will take place hair at least once a week. The lbe word "revolution" in relation
NOM tat
sisZNorfolk Zoo now is con- m the pageants the candidates under-the-shower teclugque is a to social and economic changes
Community stamp col- will be judged on twirlisig, stria. favorite Way, since ies An, in the United States. These were
lecting canipmenv to acquire ling. talent (other thattairling), quick, and provides an ideal inflammatory uses, and the flatWork up top Is now reaping a harvest of
other animals. irw ludine a rhino. vise, personality and personal means of rinsing.
a hippo. a giraffe and a tapir aterviews. The winners in the two rich lathers. rinsing between terror.
so
cc:
i
Tion
i
to house in a new mammal fageants will represent Kentucky and manage the scalp vigoroinh
transporting an explosive di
.n the Junior and Senior U.S.T.A. with fingertips or knuckles,
thitaational Beauty Pageants to be

j Advartemnig. Letters to the eattor, .Rookkeeper Jenkins. arriving a
We reeerre the eight to rtje
re Palma Voice Sews scum.m our opium ere not tar the beet his place of emplayment one winSty
reached out for the
• UMMIINIll ot err rearems.
cm the front boor. UnfortuIIATICIIIAL JUIPSIWBERTATIVIIS: 111.LACS Wrilella 00, Lie
. the seciewak on a Inch he
Mamma Aut. WeeNgeres. Team; Ilme at La* bias. Maw Yost.
weastaniong was slick with ice. His
anagaiweasui Meg- LiWallt.'OWL
ADM dipped', and down he went,
sallariag painful injuries.
Entered Dad, at the Poo Mex. Murray. Xentatzley. for
Camid he collect workmen's corntransmission as SeOsad Qaas Magas
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Sports Parade.

boozer, the pitcher, I haven't
seen anybody else,"
P4tkin's first stop this season
will be at Busch Stadium in St.
NEW YORK (UPI)- Here's
Louis on the 25th of this month
A
sign above the locker said. "He just can't be better
guy who's gonna do it the hat. after which he'll head for the
to
has
It
tonight.
was
he
in the New York Knickerbocker than
spring bushes and sometimes the
any
Without
way.
for the Astros before the
dressing room say "There's be one of the best games he's
training at all.
boondocks behind the bushes.
Orioles got to reliever Fred
By United Press international
a little meanness in everybody." ever played."
It doesn't matter. Maxie "I go to places that even the
GladctIng for two runs in the
Walt Frazier, who had the
Reed had been a patsy
another
for
shape
Patkin's in
scouts don't go," laughs Maxie,
sixth.
against the Baltimore Bullets' task of playing opposite Earl
It all comes down to the final season. He's not at all nervous who has entertained baseball
Wes UnseId as the Knicks Monroe, finished with 16 points weekend in the East Division of either. What for? He has set fans in practically every state
It was roster trimming time,
dropped two straight games, and 16 rebounds and Bradley the National Hockey League.
records and he has beard the Of the Union with his zany, ribOnly one of six teams, the cheers.
Pittsburgh trimmed down
but Thursday night he made up had 14 points.
and
tickling performances, "Some
The Knicks finished with a Toronto Maple Leafs, is a
for it with sheer meanness,
Inning as the New York Mats to the opening day limit by
If you care to get technical Of the places I go nobody ever
KALE
By GARY
edged the St. Louis Cardinals, returning outfielder Ron Davis
pulling down a club record 36 club playoff record of 87 spectator as the other five tight about it. Patkin has played in heard of but I play bigger
UPI Sports Writer
3-2.
rebounds and scoring 36 points rebounds, and Reed's total for position and a berth in the more cities and ballparks than cities, too. Last year I did my
and catcher Gary Kolb to
Houston scored all its runs in Columbus of the International
to lead New York to a 101-80 surpassed the 33 that Harry Stanley Cl.) playoffs.
guys like Hoyt Wilhelm, George act in Albuquerque, Tulsa, Salt
Divorce, American League the fourth inning to beat League and optioning infielder
Wings Brunet, Pedro Ramos, Leon Lake
The Detroit Red
victory. And he did it all on a Gallatin once pulled down for
City, Ogden and El P3S0
the
the club. Baltimore got only 50 clipped Toronto, 4-2, Thursday Wagner and Dick Schofield and all within one week and drew a style, seems to agree with
Baltimore 4-2. Tom Griffin Dave Cash to the same club.
bad knee, too.
Brewers.
Milwaukee
idle
be
the
it'll
over
climb
up
rebounds.
to
Knicks
night
pitched five scoreless innings
The victory gave the
the next time he suits
total of 26,000."
Maybe it's the change in
Montreal Canadiens into third for his 25th straight season.
a 3-2 lead in the best-of-seven
High point of Patkin's travels
Maybe it's simply that
The Suns also depended on
place, but the Wings have only
Eastern Division semifinals.
"What pension?" he says, last year came at Spokane name.
the hassle over permanent
The Phoenix Suns, led by Gail backboard strength, outr er. a one-point margin over Mon- giving you that classic rubber- where
Schiller, the
Elton
Whatever the
Goodrich's 29 points and Connie bounding Los Angeles, 57-32, treal and three points over New faced expression of his. "No- general manager of the club, roots are over.
Brewers,
Milwaukee.
the
case,
two
the
on
final
edge
pension
York,
They
their
held
15-9
a
with
came
a
playmaking,
of
Hawkins'
body ever heard
had the game halted temporariPilots, started
from seven points dawn mid- boards In the third quarter as games home and home against for a clown. Are you kidding?" ly In the seventh inning so nee the Seattle
Wednesday on a
Max Patkin began clowning Maxie could be presented with life anew
way in the third quarter to they moved into the lead to the Rangers Saturday and
no
defeat the Los Angeles Lakers, stay with nine consecutive Sunday.
as a kid growing 11P in a plaque in recognition for the winning
Danny Walton, 1.217 hitter in
The Wings can look back to Philadelphia and has never enjoyment he provided fans in
112-98, and take a 2,1 edge in points. By the start of the
major league games last
23
and
had
place
Phoenix
fifth
period,
in
fourth
six
Rangers,
of
the
pitched
semifinals
Western Division
really stopped. He
the Northwest through the season, had a perfect day by
the
to
up
to
77-71.
bulge
or
it
back,
points
increased
then
three
the National Basketball Associyears in the minors and
years.
way of celebration and helped
Los Angeles' big men. Wilt Boston Bruins and the Chicago sort of drifted into the business It was
ation.
1969 CADILLAC Sedan DeVilts. Full power and factory
the first time. Patkin
Indians,
Unseld wound up with 15 Chamberlain and Elgin Baylor, Black Hawks, tied for first but of being a baseball clown when ever was honored. What did he clobber the Cleveland
singles,
three
homer,
rebounds and only 10 points, got 11 and 18 points respective- only two points ahead of them. he came up with an arm that O3? What do clowns always do? 9-4, with a
a walk and five RBI's. Walton's
With Alex Delvecchio leading wouldn't work anymore 18 He
and even Baltimore coach Gene ly, but Jerry West added 31.
1%8 CADILLAC Sedan DeVII1e. Full power and factory
cried.
three-run homer in the first
in
time
scorer
2
No.
the
no
was
lost
Silas
of
Brad
Detroit
way,
the
Shue admitted that Reed had
years ago with Wilkes-Barre
blow,
telling
the
was
air.
inning
and
The
points,
Toronto.
21
with
taking control of
won that round in the personal for the Suns
the Eastern League.
Scores In Ninth Inning
"I don't wanna sound selffeud between the rival centers. Hawkins got 10 rebounds, nine veteran center scored after
19% CADILLAC Coupe D•Ville. Full power and factory
Al Kaline's bases-loaded blast
only 16 seconds of play, centered, but I think when I
"Reed was sensational." Shim assists and 19points.
in the ninth inning gave the
air.
notching his 20th goal of the quit that will be the end of all
Detroit Tigers a 6-4 victory
season, the Ilth time he has baseball clowns," says the 50over the Boston Red Sox.
1%7 CADILLAC Sedan Willie. Full power and factory
reached the 20 mark in 19 NHL year-old Patkin. "Baseball playReliever Spiky Lyle set the
seasons.
air.
ers are pretty serious today.
stage by walking three batters.
Delvecchio also picked up two They have no time to fool
for
homered
also
Norm Cash
1%7 FORD Stan's-Mom Power and air.
assists, one on Gordie Howe's
The only guy I've seen
Phone 753-127a
the Tigers,
28th marker of the season, the around'
who's remotely funny is John
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Tony Perez capped a nine.
1%7 FORD Custom. Power steering. V-8.
other on Frank Mahovlich's
We Have It—We Will Get It —Or It Can't llo Had
run, sixth inning with a homer
ale
37th, both in the second period.
that -carried the Cincinnati
1%7 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass 2-Door. V-8 with power steerThe other Wing goal was scored
By STUART GOR1N
Reds to a 14-9 triumph over the
defenseman Gary Bergman
ing
by
14 DAYS LEFT
Washington Senators, Al Unser
In the first period.
GREENSBORO, N.C. (UP!)-. collected four hits for the
1%, FORD Mustang Fastback. V-8, 9-speed.
Toronto didn't get on the
Now they're calling it the Senators as they tagged Ray
Norm Ullman's
until
board
alit
Golf
,"•
"Greater GreassteroWashburn for seven runs and
1%5 CHRYSLER. Full power and air.
tally at 6:39 of the second
Water Skiing Open."
•
reliever Bo Belinsky for two
period. Bob Pulford got the
Water skies would be about more tallies.
1%4 OLDSMOBILE NI. Full power and air.
other marker for the Leafs at
the best way to get around the
San Francisco shook off the
407 of the third.
course
Club
Country
Sedgefleld
1%2 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Coupe.
disaster of a nine-game, six-loss
I"
The St. Louis Blues, who
after the heavy rains that
have clinched the division title By United Press International washed away the opening round Japanese tour with a 4-3 win
196‘ OLDSMOBILE. Full power and factory air.
over California. Dick Dietz
in the West, defeated the
of the GGO Thursday-- and the knocked in the winning run with
Philadelphia Flyers, 1-0, in the
The Washington Caps can see pro-am event Wednesday.
a 10th-inning double.
only other game scheduled. Jim
their hopes for a second The 144-man field tries again
The Kansas City Royals
goal
unassisted
the
got
Roberts
$180,000
the
start
consecutive Western Division today to
edged the New York Yankees,
while the Flyers were short
title in the American Basketball tournament over the water- 4-3 on an unearned run in the
handed in the first period.
Association slowly sinking out logged 7,034-yard par-71 course. sixth inning, Jackie Hernandez
Thursday's round began co- scored the winning rally.
of sight.
Ron Franz scored 26 points me at 8 km. EST and half the
Mets Win On Error
SAUER SIGNS
and held Rick Barry to 22 field had teed off before the
An error by outfielder Leroy.
Taxes ore complicated.
to
added
Winds
points Thursday to lead the "eary rain fell.
single
BOTH
Why brew up o storm?
NEW YORK (UPI).-. George last-place New Orleans Bees tc 7e weather woes, - knocIdag Lee on Cleon Jones'
Phone 753-5315
1406 Main Street
enabled Bud Harrelson and
FEDERAL
Take your return to H & R
receivers
top
the
of
one
Saner,
victory over the Caps. i &et the two scoreboards. • Wayne Garrett to score two
115-104
a
AUsel, TImity'yo dime
AND
In the Nation al Football
ee the magic formula. Fast
I'm glad they called it off," unearned runs in the third
The loss dropped Washington
League's American 'Conference, 2
STATE
service guaranteed accu21/
games behind the idle sag'. Bobby Mitchell, whq bad
tax
premulti-year
a
trained
signed
by
Thursday
rate
Deaver Rockets in the Western completed eight holes. 'Phil
parers. You'll agree — it's
contract with the New York Division.
Rodgers said he had gotten to
just what the "doctor"
Jets,
UP
ki two other games, the the filth hole and quipped "It
ordered.
Sauer, 26, has averaged 62
Kentucky Colonels, second in was dry from No. 5 back on
GUARANTEE
catches per season during his
We guarantee accurate preparation of every tax return
the East, smashed division into the clubhouse."
or
penalty
Jets.
the
with
career
any
you
five-year
cost
If we make any errors that
champion Indiana, 11244, for -Billy Casper and Arnold
--interest, we will pay the penalty or intete t
their first victory over the Palmer will interrupt their play
Lefty slugger
*1 Year Warranty on Motor
Pacers after nine consecutive to have dinner with President
SAN R 1NCISCO (UPI)- losses, and George Thompson Nixon at the White House
The late Frank (Lefty) ODoul scored 30 points to provide the Saturday night. They plan to
*31/2 hp. Briggs & Stratton Motor
hit .398 for the 1924 Philadel- Pittsburgh Pipers to a 125-117 leave Greensboro after SaturOffices
4000
Over
America's La sat Tax Service with
and
round,
morning
phia Phillies and .368 for the triumph
over
the
Mi.imi day's
1932
Brooklyn
return immediately after the
Uodgers. Floridians.
* Steel Deck *8 inch Steel Wheels
* 22 inch Deluxe
spent
and
dinner.
who
ODoul,
points
seven
23
Steve
years
had
Jones
Phone I53ye ABMS p.m. - at. 1-5
as a pitches; before turning to the James Jones added 21 for New
outfield, had a lifetime batting Orleans' victory over the Cgs.
*Sturdy Slip Slot Height Adjustment
1174)INTMENT NECESSARY
Barry, who has averaged 27
average of .349.
points despite being hobbled by
Injuries all season, was for:ed
NI IN NB IN MI El MB NI NI um an IIP
to take bad shots but still
NI SIN IN
MI MOI
1MI
wound up as the Caps' LIJII
scorer.
Kentucky guard Louie D.i.rnpier got his 24,000th point of the
season on a 26-foot, three-point
eanng
basket and put .the Colonels
NEW YORK (UPI)- Nationahead to stay, 17-15, late in the
first quarter. Dampier s,ored ally televised sports events for
Learn How You Can Develop These Qualities
21 points in the game, whilr nis the week of April 5-11 (all
Our Regular
Through the World Famous
teammate, Darel Carrier, zot times EST):
Low Price
Sunday, April 5- NBA basket24. Indiana's Bob Netolick 1.44
ball, New York at Baltimore,
20 points.
Specifications
22" Deluxe
Pittsburgh had seven men in 1:55 p.m. (ABC); NHL hockey,
p.m.
2
York,
New
at
42071
Detroit
Ky.
Murray,
Delivery,
General
John
Mill Coulon To:
double figures, Including
SELF'PROPELLED
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-1 Palmer 00
I
Brisker with 28 points and Stew CBS); golf, Greater GreenI PnemessolZaria
4
N.C.
Greensboro,
▪
Name
•
ohnson with 22, to beat the sboro Open,
• 31 2 11.P. 4 .cycle Briggs & Stratton engine.
Address
•I
(GST).
Floridians. George Lehmann
Saturday, April 11- Major
Company
Phone
ed Miami with 34 points,
• Impulse starter.
including 12 from three-point league baseball, Cincinnati at
San Francisco, 4 p.m. (NBC);
i
we
EN
mi
IN
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um
my
no
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um
us
field
NI
goals.
um
Nis
is
ow
•
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I us
golf, Masters championship,
•
1
Augusta, Ga.. 5 p.m.(CBS),
By MILTON RICHMAN
"I Sports Writer
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• Steel °doe wheels -
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TO DEFEND TITLE
• 7 8'' tube steel handle-chrome plated.

Dandelion &
Wild Onion Killer
MOST LAWN WEEDS
AVAILABLE AT

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION

MANILA (UPI) - Johnny
Famechon of Australia, the
World Boxing Council's featherweight champion, will defend
his title against Vicente Saidivar of Mexico in Rome May 9.
Famechon last defended his
title in Tokyo Jan. 6 wkth a
knockout victory over Japan's
Fighting Harada.

‘04

• Dual controls mounted on instruction panel handle plate'
• Austempered steel suction lift blade. Die-cltrontated

3 and 4-hp. GARDEN TILLERS
with reverse
MID Brand
movement gear
Briggs & Stratton Motor
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steel
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PICKS DUQUESNE.
Fd
PITTSBURGH (11P1)
Searcy, a 6-foot-6 Ilasketball
star from Power Memorial
Academy in New York City,
has passed up 150 college
scholarship offers to sign with
Duquesne University.
Searcy, one of three Power
stars to achieve national honors
this season, averaged 20 points
and 16 rebounds in pacing'
Power to an undefeated campaign.
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Miss Marthit Dell Finney Becomes Bride
[Mrs. J. B. Burkeen • •
Of Steve M. Andrus In Candlelight
Church
Ceremony At The First Battiot

Waiting Wives Club
Has Regular Meet
At Williams Home

Church will meet at Seven pm
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
• ••
The Licensed Practical Nurses
of District 17 will meet in the
conference room of the MurFriday, April $
The Waiting Wives Club heid
The Senior Citizens Club will ray-Calloway County Hospital at
regular meeting at the home
its
have its monthly Potluck lunch' seven pm. Willard All, will
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Wilof
eon at the Community Center, speak on "Drug Abuse". Memliams, Doran Road, with Mrs.
Ellis Drive, at 12 noon with Mrs. bers note change in data.
Debbie Williams as the hostess.
•
•
•
Viral*
Mrs.
liontas ..Banks,
A special door prize, a peekGolden
April
Tuesday,
Clark, and Mrs. Martha
r-boo Easter egg, was made by
of
Circle
as hostesses. All interested per- The Alice Waters
r friend of Mrs. Ardath Persall
the First United Methodist
sons are invited to attend.
with Mrs. Marilyn Showman
•
•
•
Church WSCS will meet at the
winning the prize.
The New Providence Riding home of Mrs. James Byrn, 1117
Refreshments were served by
ami
9:30
at
Drive,
supper
Circerama
potluck
of
a
Hutchens
have
will
Club
Mrs. Walter P.
the hostess.
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data
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Ellis
note
Members
Center,
at the Community
By IA TRICIA McCORMACK of voice tell him whether the Murray has been a patient at
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-the
Korea, in the Congo, Lebanon take the force on its side of the- - I
MAIN & THIRD
parliamentary diplomacy I can they want it to . do. Have its
and Cyprus.
frontier.
When Nasser demanded its claim to have listened to as members, in these first 25
and years, been sufficiently wise
withdrawal, Secretary General many depressing platitudes
do- masters in the things they have
Thant flew to Cairo to discuss read as many dreary
living commanded
other
any
as
cuments
or forbidden it
the
U.A.R.
leader
with the
man.
—to do?
consequences of such action.
And yet, from the testimony On the positive side, the
Nasser declined to withdraw
and my United Nations has done much
his request and Thant consulted of my own experience
Corns To
bold that is new and important,
Israel which stood by Its own conviction, I am
refusal to take UNEF forces on enough to say these four particularly in peace-keeping,
economic and social developIts side of the line. Meanwhile, things:
apprised of Nasser's decision, — First, the U.N. system ment, decolonization, human
contingents from India and created in San Francisco 25 rights and the extension of the
and Try Our
Yegoslavia already had begun years ago when the charter was rule of law to new realms such
UNEF signed has stood up well to the as outer space. It is unique
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
from
withdraw
to
STEAKS
AND
strains of 21 2 decades of neutral ground for diplomacy.
HAMS
COUNTRY
*
positions.
The world would be incalculaThant was roundly criticized dispute and conflict.
(Call For Reservations)
Private Dining Room
— Second, as a forum for bly worse off without it.
acceding
for
quarters
some
In
Week
a
Days
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6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
readily to Nasser's demand, but world opinion, as a center for Yet all this falls far short of
— J. C. GALLIMORE —
U.N. legalists pointed out he International diplomacy, as a the world's need—as the daily
bad DO alternative under the machine for international deve. headlines about war, arms
arrangement worked out by his lopment, as an instrument for races, poverty, population and
predecessor, Secretary General peace, the U.N. organizatiOn pollution so tragically attest.
Ph
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4 •1;,•• •. Dag Hammarskjold, for the has become not only invaluable Last month, President Nixon, In
4
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:AZ
•r,„.0 1,41
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• "state of the world"
but indispensable.
stationing of UNEF.
—Third, the surprising thing message to Congress, called the
such a voluntary
Mader
agreement, it was obligatory to Is not how little has been done U.N. 25th anniversary "a time
remove the force upon request. In a quarter of a century tut to devise ways to expand" the
r,
There are now proposals how much; a start has 'been U.N. possibilities, especially in
from many quarters including made in international under- such key areas as peacethe United States, the Soviet standing and international coo- keeping, international development and the human environUnion, Britain and France, all peration.
— Fourth, there is nothing ment.
of which have put proposals
before the secret Big Four wrong with the United Nations Time, unless we use it well,
is not on our side, nor on that
negotiations on the Middle East except its members.
As Adlai Stevenson used to of our children. Whether the
— for a new U.N. peace force to
say: "Do not mock the future is dark or bright will
be sent to the Middle East.
But U.N. experts, including weakness of the United Nations depend greatly on what the
member nations, above all the
Thant, ineist that any future lest you mock yourselves."
:s
The instrument is keen and most powerful of them, can
agreement will be in the form
of a Security Council resolution sharp: We, the members, can agree to make their servant,
which can be rescinded only by use the Instrument to decisive the United Nations, do in their
which can be rescinded only by effect whenever we can agree common interest during this
together.
fateful decade of the 1970s.
that enforcement body.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
last of eight weekly degatenes
by United Press International
reporters dealing with "Great
Decisions of 1970".
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vakia in 1968. Insistence of U.N.
action in those cases by any
major power — providing the
veto could have been disregarded — could have meant a major
war, most diplomats believe.
U.N. diplomats, from U
Thant down, are hopeful of a
more cooperative future. They
point to better relations existing
between the Soviet Union and
the West and point to the
partial nuclear test tan treaty
and the non-proliferation pact
as evidence of an era of good
feeling to come.
wary of
are
Diplomats
crystal balls, but most here see
the United Nations in the next
25 years as becoming more of
an organization for economic
development, a mechanism for
crisis action in war and, above
all, a forum unequalled in
history for diplomats to gather

and exchange viewpoints.
They hold with John F.
Kennedy, who hailed it on Jan.
20, 1961, as "The United
Nations, our last, best hope in
an age where the instruments
of war have far outpaced the
Instruments of peace."
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Nation's Businessmen Favor Gun
Control Law For Criminals Only

RIP
sa

A new type of gun control
law — one for criminals only—
is favored by most of the nation's independent business proprietors
Apparently rejecting the srgument that a severe penalty is
not a deterrent to crime and
erguments for criminal rehabilitation, businessmen questioned
In a 50-state survey give landslide support to legislation
which would make possession of
a firearm during a violent crime
a separate Federal offense.
The bill, introduced by Rep,
John P. Saylor of Pennsylvania, provides a mandatory 1 tole year sentence for a first offense and an automatic 7.&
year sentence upon a repeat
conviction. In either case, the
sentence could not be suspend,
ed, probationary or served conOr 0
currently with any other sen„s tence.
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terrent to crime. At that time,
many businessmen, in volunteer
comments to the Federation,
argued that the law'nhould focus on the criminal.
A Small Business Administration study indicates small and
medium-size businesses suffer
71 percent of all burglary losses and 68 percent of robbery
losses. Business owners appear
to he "fed up" with the Increasing crime problem and anxious to see tougher punishmere
• for criminals who use firearms
State tabulation attached.

sentence imposed for the feloThe National Federation of ny act itself.
fr,
Independent Business, in its
The bill was written to rer,
poll, finds 86 percent of the place a penalty provision of the
1968 Gun Control Act, which
„ proprietors favor this tough
measure, only 11 percent op- Congressman Saylor contends
f,
opno
with
percent
posed and 3
was watered down durinc deinion.
bate, and has not been a ^eKentucky businessmen re„
sponded with 84 percent supporting the legislation, 11 per- Sets lige
cent objecting and 5 percent
undecided.
BALTIMORE, Md. (UPI)—
The size of the affirmative The U.S. District Court has
businessmen
vote suggests that
tentatively set April 10 for the EASY WAY MATH - - Lawry
— often targets of burglary, arraignment of Rep. John Grim Jr., Akron, Ohio, Cenrobbery and other serious crime Dowdy, 1D.Tyrics sin charges he
tral 'High Seltool student,
— agree with Congressman Say- received $25,000 from a EarYshows his dad how algebraic
lor that justice has become too land home improvement develosolved v.ith the,
lenient, permitting many crim- per and lied to a grand Jury problems are
system. A netcompitter
new
reto
streets
the
on
back
inals
about it.
work of typeserner-Mreetere
sume a crime career. An FBI
the
The grand jury returned
nimais is linked by telOPAMe
study shows that of 18,000 per.
indictments Tuesday.
41 l'Vntr:11 IBM eompuler.
sons released from custody in
f,

1:

1263. 63 percent were re-arrested within five years.
Arguments that the penalties
of the bill might be too inflez
!bit and severe apparently made
little impact upon the businessmen. Rather, most see the penalties as a deterrent, "the price
to be paid" for violations
Carrying a firearm (or an explosive device, which. is also included in the bill) is a premedRated act which can lead to injury or death, and is a necessary element of force in the corn
mission of some crimes.
If the legislation hec9mes
an additional Federal charge
would be fifed in many cases
of armed robbery, murder, assault and the like, which are
now punishable under state
laws. The bill requires the firearm violation sentence to be
served in addition to any other

CONVENIENT THINKS OF EVERYTHING
How about those fuses you might need late,some night
...find the flashlight you could use to find which fuse
is blown? It can get pretty dark at a time like this but
the lights are always on at Convenient until midnight.
Convenient DOES think of everything!
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Burns, andPhyllis Diller.
Robert Gonlet has a one- hour
song-comedy special.
ABC winds up with the 42nd
annual awards ceremooles et
the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, lasting pole
iiblv three) hours.

1
Sports All Star ar
Irl I sw,4,z
6 1=r,si.Tigic.,tLG::
aime
s
D
k
i
iir
v
bl
Nern
lhe
Show
h ,kle Gleason
7 Ais eaav Teen Show .itc
how
Thras Sen.

9 I N.,

Department)

real voices, at the techniques
Benny, George

classic

Green Acres
:10 Mewl*:
:311 "The Pink Junt1WI Petticoat Junction

"flying

a

' a look
Comedians,

animation,

in

5. 1 wt...ares.

0
0

building

First

specials.

.......

SATURDAY

* Pumping

(Licensed, State Health

machine."
ABC pre-empts "Movie of the
Week" and "Marcus Welby,
Si. D.," for a sequence of three

AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
American Bandstand
High School Quit
Jew* Rues
Derby
Roller
Derby
hew Bea
LSfsde
Rotor Derby
0100V
S Lirydo
AIS
the CIfy
01
Soul
Life
GreensboroLoorting
Pro bowlers Tour
Killy Challenge
:30 Op* Golf
Bowlers Tour
Pro
CBS Goff
Golf
Pro-Bowlers Hour
CIIIS Golf Classic
Wide Werld re Sports
00 Carl Smith
Wide World Of Sports
irall Else
(
10;11
.311:JIM Ed Brehm
einSoorn
:
Cargrigi
lipiar
"
Show
.
CoL
4r
ShomeAll Aile
Shoe

3 ::: Oldest

of

* New Installment
* Repairs

introduces

7/1001iter
4.

asking
for Ray Noscerous, Bob Katz.,
Bear, Charlie
Affi
Tim
Pliant,
E.
L.
Linn,
Sam Fish and Charlie
Lamb

their country.

SATURDAY

12 1....riz

what

show

to

seek

sections

6
.7;1 'J.CkI. The 'treat,*
Heck: 6
'7 1'''
.1=D. Ougkesnry maierig1=:lit'Arr$0
--Ai
BOYs
'
tetit Hardy
rsp.. Wu: y BOO? VAtere
1"
9 1l'lhee B74
teav:sjunin.
,
oyane
Hour r
:311 Farm Col s USA
.

had been
Fool calls to city zoos
CBS has another installment intercepted by operators.
"series. This
of its "Adventure
They included callers
feats
one deals with underwater
Dive to the
under the title, "
Gater, Paul
Ber
"
unknown.
the
The Name of
s"
'
On NBC
Wolf,
the
Caine" Tony Franciosa has

fairy tale.
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MI sigh grade am* stud*
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WS CALLAN Ala. CONINANIERS. EN
ENVY MANCE P1118•0111111 mope** 100 the Unia4f
Kentucky CoMiel of
Copepod* Eilanebon
aide MATT NEM THE HAPEpoirs
NEW CLOTHE& The eery by Hans
Christien Andorra* sing the Imam. and ho *Oft Of. art
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not rearing arw dear.
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elgreity. Now pro
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nded by florMa and the Vender
las to
11410 THE 1111103AT13. to
Seg NET 1040110/-(Cl

Murray
Rebuilt Engines a

Movie "The Ugly Amen. 12:30 Let's
ran"(c)

w(r)
9:00 Cathedral oftomorro
10:00 Hart Family (c)
10:30 Discovery (c)
11:00 world Tomorrow (c)
11:30 Oak Ridge Boys(c)
12:00 At Issue(c)
(c)
12:30 Issues and Answers
12:55 NBA Play-Offs(c)

6:30
7:00
*50
9:Ct)
*30

1:00 Newlywed Game (c)

Dating Game(c)

1:30

2:00 General Hospital (c)

Movie "The Lonely Man"

2:30 One Life To Live (c)

News c)

3:00 Dark Shadows(c)
3:30 Beverly Hillbillies(c)
4:00 Lucille Ball (c)
4:30 Real McCoys
5:00 News (c)
5:30 Dick Van Dyke
6:00 News, Weather, Sports (c)
6:30 ARC New Special(c)
7:30 Movie "An Eye For An

McHaia4 Navy
Bozo (c)
Lucille Rivers (o)
Barbara Moore(c)
He Said, She Said (c)

Sportsman (c)

Best

LdOf
7:00 FBI(c)

Deal

Variety Special (c)

4:00
6:00

A

News, Weather, Sports(c)

10:00 Bewitched (c)
s No Busi- 10:30 That Girl (c)
'
Me1vie "There
" 11:00
of
ness LW 'Show Business

3:00 American

Make

Everythingt(c)

The Giants (c) 11:30 World Apart (c)
12:00 AU My Children (c)

F:ye"(c)

5:30
10:00
1 10:30
12:15

Now-Report

(c)

News, Weather, Sports (c)
Paracilse"
Movie "Bird Of'
Dick Cavett(c)
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r-soug
MAKE US -01- USH.r- DRESS
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( LIKE MK?
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eosIgir marrimetare
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00 a.aL
0
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Sunday imbed .... 10

OAR GROVE CVIIIIIRLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship

11:00 a.m.
700 p.m

ass
de ighisol
ilwawel/Mhirgerv

Worship Hour
Evening Barrios

Fast and 'Third
Wand* Sarvise .... 0:40 a.m.
: Las.
. 10:414
erti.junday
orl
andllab
lInnear
sessad

IIVIIHAT CHURCH OF
TIM 11AZAILBNII
South 11th and Plainview
10:00 a.m.
10:ee ans.
Scheel
Suedes School
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Womble Derides .... 11:10
Morning Worship
MILL
vlage1.111
UNITHIP 311111100IST CHURCH
ein.we calor OBODWID
Prameing:
WITSIODAST 0111711011
TOM and Third Bundave at 11 a.m.
Preaching:
Um.
leery tmakey. na•Mor
Sad sad 4th iluridays at 3:110 a.m. 554
111711.1iLLS CHAPEL
Wigwam METHODIST CHURCH
Preaching:
rbat and Third Sundays 0:30
Preaching:
Thlreseers11
:
.4):
11
.:0:
;
1
00
Sad and 4th Sundays at 12 a.m.
'. y:
5da
yun
StadaS
lomrla
JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
;
4
:4
164'
isimser
Main & Broach Streets
11..0 am.
Sunday School
cp14411r
or
MUNCH
10:30 a.m.
Horning Worship
NW School
Holy Communion Each Third
Sunday at 10:30
Worship Hear .... 16:46 a.m.
6:
11.111.
1"1.
Hissing Worship
CHRIST
JESUS
OF
CHURCH
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Services held at 16th and Sycamore wooing PEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
MOWN Or CUBIST
elKlestirire 'Tern
IS OM a.m.
HMIs Maws
TABBINActiai
:10 van.
:
"
0
17
loreaddny
Wend*
Cherry a Chestnut
•
111:00
Ounday Sauna
HL
0110•11
11:00 AM.
Morning R‘onthip
BAPTIST CUIIIICH
7:3e P.M. Sunday School
Events, Worship
0
00
0
:
7
Wong*, 11:00 a.m. and10
oxITBD PUNTIMOSTAL
CHURCH
THE CHURCH or Mitre
810 Irma Ave.
CHRIST OP LATTER-DAY
10 AIL
Sunday School
SAINTS
P.M. Westing held in the white chapel
Sunday livening Womb* •
COOP sineranaun exerts
WHIT MURRAY CHURCH
OP CHRIST
uneywomire CHURCH
Meath Illtb Street
(rermasty ihmr Hem and
LOtUSam.
Suiplivi Springs cherehes)
Omar Wsi
numnir Hamm ---- SHS
Church School
10:40 a.m.
Worship Illerrios
0:10

11:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
6:10

Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
...unday Night Service . 1:00 p.m.

10:10 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

LIBERTY CCHBERLAND
PRISM TTTTTIAN

HAZML HAl MT CHURCH
B. IL Wisteluisor. passer

Fifth and Maple Streses
Morning .Worship
1:46 & 10:60 a.m.
EIRJERZY BAPTIST CHURCH
11:00 a.m.
Horning Worship
7:10 p.m.
Evening Werelite
MEMORIAL NAPTIST CHURCH
Main Street at 16th
0:40 a.m.
Sunday School
10:10 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship:
6:30 p.m.
tlgent-Sierehl
1:10 p.m.
(April-Aug.)
NEW MOUNT CARMEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
6:50 p.m.
WorshIp
Evening
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
18:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:80 a.m
Horning Worship
1:10 DM
Evening Worship

10:00 a-ra.
.1:00 s.rn._
1

11:00 a.m. Sunday School
130 Ii411 Preaching
7.ló oars,

orship
Training Upton

POPLAR SPRINOS BAPTIST
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
CHURCH
10:46 am
Morning Worship
Pottertowis
Routs
7:3.0.p.m_
Evening Worship
11:00 a.m.
Horning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Training Union
PLAIT ASSEMBLY OF GOD
0:30 u.m.
evening R mishits . .
CHURCH
MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
Smith letb and Gleadale Reed
PlitgaBYTHRIAN catat
11:00 am. Warship Service ..• 11:00 a.m.
limning Worship
Sunday night
. 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Night Service .. 7:00 p.m.
HAYMAN CIILAPRL
A.M.R. CleIIIICE
100 Fest Mulberry Street
Worship Service
Evening Worship ..

ZNIVRIBSITY PlitiRCH

tiltA03 SAIPTIST CUBISM
South Ninth Street
lecensaa Worship

Morning Worship ..
Evening Worship
,

. 10:41 sm.

Worship Service

7:00)

aLooD BITER BAPTIST

et Peace Be'Eyerywhere.
In this world of false prophets
and self-proclaimed wise men, may this symbol
of the Holy Spirit light upon us.
May the Prince of Peace put a quietus on political protagonists and eliminate all rivalry between Methodists,
Presbyterians, Baptists, Catholics and Jewish groups
Why can't the Dove of Peace bring goodwil1 to all men?
imporWe must learn that preparation of the soul is much Mo'e
road to
tant than progress in business and things. Of course the
;
.peOCEI is more difficult than the way of strife.
Peace bears the mark of culture, of
of deep piety and genuine religion.
Then let us give the "Prince of Peace" a chance. Let us
all be peacemakers, for they shall be called the, children
of God. Attend church this week and help build
a world for God.
f••,,,,ort 5,-a

OF CHRIST
10$ North 15th Street

11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m

am.
1 100 p.m.

10:30

FIRST PIIRSBYTRRIAN
CHURCH
Cliaries H. Mettett. Vaster
9:30 a.m.
School
Church
Service of Worship .... 11:00 am.
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
107 orth Fourth Street
Hasdarre
tow4r $tudc.. 10:10 a.m.
.. 9:30 am.
Sunday
Lecture

highway 444. New Concord, Ky.
8909iing Mathis) ... 11:00 a se
443.
. 11:30,0.
Evening Worship

COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE...

0 WM.,. 11.ersp•per
hos 731 — Fur Worth, T•IN

Yes

Road

Friendly Funeral Home"
24 Mr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen Equipped

Service

311 No. 4th Street

Phcee 753-1319

Kabuki,fried Akita

@aim!

Try Our Delicious Boof &Ham Sandwich
Call In Orders 753-7101
Sycamore at 12th

Church Try Our Sunday Buffett
11:39 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Phone 753-5996
U.S. Hwy. 641 South

Authorized Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
Fiberglass and Aluminum SW Repair
Solos sad Servke
W. End Eggner's Ferry - US..08 (Aurora)

Phone 474-2344

621 So.

Plumbing, Hoeing and Air Conditioning

Commercial and Residential — Sales a Service

Your Johnsen Motors Dealer

Saim, Parts, Service - Complete Boating Supplies
94 E. at Murray Bait Co. Phone 753-3734

Repairs a Installation - Gas a Sower
Phone 7534108
501 N. 4th

'

Phone 753 1675

4th

. Ilk
a
:
. ,
,

Stooks - Chops -

Murray Livestock Company
Robert Young Wm. E. Dodson

.
1111

1415

,

Colonial House Smorgasbord

North

12th Street

A

Phone 753-2221

eelf A ,

Cholas

Soloction el Reliehes - Salads
Meats - Veeetables and Desserts
Fast Service
Open Sundays

Hwy 641 North

Phone 753 2700

Main

Five Points

miiimiloso,

Fish - Shrimp - Favorites In Pies
Drivein Window a Carry Out Service

.

Tour

Fertiliser Needs"
Phone 753-1913

•
West Ky. Rural Electric
e Corp.
Co-Operativ
m3-5012
4,t„ ,,,

Dol. Orders
to Capri) - Call in to 753-4334

Phone 7537902

Chestnut St. (next

Hendon's Service Station

t

4,

Closed On Sunday
Phillips 66 Products

PSON

7s3 2oss

J.--,,,,-

r,

No 4th Street

436

Indoor Comfort Cent*
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.
Sheet Metal
8th at Chestnut

Heating

,

—

Daniel Boone Chicken 'N Beef

G AND H MOBILE HOMES

I

Ray Roberts

Phone 753-1651 - 505 W. Main - Nit. 753-3124

Phone 753-2202

Street

'

Murray Warehouse corp. inc.

scw.m. Ky

Hoyt Roberts - Realtors •

Palace Drive-In

Hugh Adams - Owner
Wrought iron
Portable Service - Canteen
Fabrication mod Repair
Phone 753-1378
Main & Industrial Read

..P.,„ An

Roberts Realty

Bowling At its Best — Fine Feed

Phone 753-7724

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

104 N. 15th (across from Adm. Bldg.) - 753-3344

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

New & Used

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Se.
Plate Lunches Daily- Itanesmil Room Facilities
ter Churches. Clubs and All Social Mooting.
753 311112
So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Lassiter. Auto Sales

Irene Ray- Owner
"Your Cornelis% Beauty Service"
Wigs - %Violets - Fells

753-3251

502 N. 4th St.

atorsGroh, Ohrlaten
,--, Rebuilt Engines a Transmissions - Radi
Lifetime Muffler Installation a Service
E. W. Outland. Supt.
Repaired - A Complete Parts Department
Holmes Ellis. Mgr
Tailpipes Made to Order tor Cars and Beats
Phone 753-4424
mow 753-1122(1
605 Maple Street
Phone 753-8119
North 4th Street

Tito Bost Plaza In Kentucky

t Sale Beauty Shop

Flowers ler All Occasions
Member F.T.D.

i

Adams Ornamental Iron and
Welding

A Friend

Phone 474-2228

Tom's Pizza Palace

Bel Mr Shopping Center

Herman K. Ellis
- J. W. Young

.

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency
518 W. main

Phone 753-5209

Storey's Food Giant

Sale Every Tuesday at I p.m. • Ph. /53-5334

Rosellantial - Carnmerclal - Form - Building Loa
god LA. properly - Buying - Selling - Leasing

Holiday Restaurant

Southside itestaurant

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
15th A Main
9:16 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

yr

Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-6448
Five Points

'mod

Murray Auto Parts

II am.
11, am.
1 p.m

The Cleaner That's interested In You

Ambassador - Rebel

& Carburetor
Seal's Tune-Up
service

extraCH
ovular School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Unl-Royal Tiro Dealer

Your

Cain & Treas Motor- Sales
Hornet

) Phone 474-2202
,
On Hwy. 01 at Aurora

Featuring Fresh Ky. Labe Catfish I Bar-B-Q Ribs
Open All Year - 6:1111 a.m. to 9:09 p.m.

mosso: comma sarreaw

Boone's Incorporated

Shirley Florist

TOM ANDREWS- YOUR HOST
%weed Pions - Sandwiches
Specials: Met., Sirloin Steak - Tue., RIbeyo Stook
Wolf., Ground WWII - Thurs., Chicken - Fri.. risk
- Call In Orders to 753-4419
No. 12th Ext. 641
-

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 ana.
Morning Worship
. 1:18,. p.m.
Evening Worship

1105 Pogue - iBlock E. of S 12th - Phone 753-1489

Fresh Ky. Lake Fish Dinners
Special Rate to Church Parties of 15 or Over
Open 7 Days A Week rrorn 5 a m to 9 p m.
Ph 474 2259
Aurora Rd. on Hal 68

Grecian gteak House

Claude Vaughn

Farmer Ave. and 17th Street
11:60 aos.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
&sneer &keel

Mobile Harms Court

Carroll Tire Service

Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

Famous Fish Dinners

482-22es

CHRISTIAN octant=

Mayfield Highway 121

Buildings

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Soo The Old Country Store
Ya Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Rd. - Rt. 1 Hardin. KY.- Ph.

Ky.

/Piir/

o
to s
zasik
II piprp

The Hitching Post

Aurora.

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

Sii+Oeel

IF

Mack & Mack

CHURCH

16th & Sycamore
1:00 p.m.
Sabbath School
1:00 p.m.
Worship Service
UNION GROVE CHURCH
OF CHRIST
10:00 am.
Sunday School
10:60 a.m.
Worship Service
II:10 p.m.
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY
OF CHRIST
Murray-Fottertown Road
11:00 am.
Worship
Morning
II:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

••

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

After

.

Ti.

— form •cosobsoolhee
for geed. leery man,
woo..*ad 644 needs.
the len
I lie
church So, cense IN
us 501100 the boon
of the lore. 1•1 it
soppori het pogrom
of tar,.,, to humanoty, be • feehfol
• deny kohli feeder and attend services
...goofed).

Phone 753-4612

Holiday Inn

"Ws Finger Likin' Geed"
Free Delivery on Orders el $2.85 et Mere

SOUTH PLRAPANT GEOVR
UNITED METHODIST CNitleCill
14:68 man.
Horning Worship
11:00 p.m
Evening Worship

. Shady Oaks

"The

Massey-Ferguson Sales IL

HARTIrs OILIPIIIL UM IUD
111111110DIST CHURCH
1411 11.11111. 10:00 am.
Chorea School

NEW PBOVIDENCII
CHURCH OF CHRIST
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
OP rimer
11 am.
Morning Worship
Murrsy-Pottertown Road
p.m
1:10
Worship
Evening
11:00 cm.
Morning Worship
IIRKSZY UNITED
11:10 p.m.
Evening Worship
METHODIST CHURCH
Worship Service:
11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
SEVENTH pAY ADYIBETIST

The Omni

TheOwcii b

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. Max H.Churchill Funeral Home
Industrial

10:30 a.m.

LYNN
°(;ASCU
"
aniTioo iar

—

CHURCK

LOCUST DROPS
CHURCH OP TIM NAZARENE
Kirksey, Kentucky

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. Fifth Street

a•MIL

seeds
ille ....
regnii
sadaerV
lgeralog
sesima

ORHEN PLAIN CHURCH
IlUBRAY CHRINITIAH
OP CHM?
CRIMICH
10:46 a.m.
Wrgralag Worship
WOW Hall - St& & Maple
7:801:00 p.m.
Ilmetne
RIMS School
11:10 ant Wed. Eibis
p.m.
WeCt
Woinhei Service
10:41 a.m.
ST. LSO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. Itth Street
lersinine Sewlas
7:06 am.
Bev. Karns Ilanhisty. peels,
UNITED PENTACOSTAL
aan-.11. a.m. and
Sunday Hawes:
CHUIRM
4:30 p.m.
New Concord on Hwy. 444
COL/MATHS jorresis
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11/S/MODIST CHURCH
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
Jim Itelose„ Peseta
p.m
7:00
Evening Worship
Ansi Sunday
SPRIII0 CRUSE BAPTIST
10:00
Church School
11:00
Moralise Worship .... 11:00 a.m. Worship Service
7:00 p.m.
Training Union .
SCOTTS 0110TH BAPTIST
Evening Worship .... 11:00 p.m.
10:00 am.NORTES/DE BAPTIST
Worship Service
1:10 p.m.
Union
11:00 ..an. Waning
Worship Service
7:00 p.m
Evening Service
111MatANVEL leDISIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
0111111.1140 'Patron BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
CHURCH
Training Union
ii:30 p.m.
. 11:00 a.m. Evening Worship
1:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
0:30 p.m.
Training Union „.
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship'
WHIT FOlitH BAPTIST

Morning Worsnip
givenin• Woranin

NOB=!WWI,OHMS
OVISSMULASH FILIMISTTHIA.
MMUS
Mee 111.1114
Sualmr Newel
11:011 a.m.
11111111116 Wends*
7:00
Hvanlog Womb*

Nismo.•

Fitts Block & Ready Mx Co.
Building

Air Conditioning

l'qed Cars - Minor Repairs
Day 751 - '40;2
Nlialt 7m-3548

Blocks a Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street

Phone 753 4832

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service

Phone 753-1921

Phone 753 1540

Alexander's Help Yourself Store
A Complete Line el Groceries

The Boat In Fresh Meats
N.

Main Street

Phon, 753 5652

THE LEDGER & TIMER

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Fotmd Guilty
ATHOL, Mass. (11P1)—D1,9.
trict Court Judge A. William
Plotkin Monday sentenced a 24.

ACROSS

1-Eleausta -

3-Rocky hill
4-Rubbers on
• pencils
5-81e1 animal
6-faree Islands
whirlwind
7-ktele sheep
11-In addition

5-Rad bird
9-Man's name
(abbr.)
12-Man's name
13-River duck
14-free of
"
15-Prevailing mood 9-Ca
10-Ireland
and spirit
11-River
17-Manuscript
Germany
(abbr.)
111-RMive metal
16-Rents
19-Prophet
20-Feets sorry for
21-Aquatic
22-Symbol for
mammal
" tantalum
23-Came on the
23-The sweetsop
24-Fuel
27-Naar
28-Rips
25-Parent (collos)
29-0ance step
26-Parent (collo;)
31-8e in debt
30-Staid
34-8atolonian
32-Preposition
deity
35-Withdrew from a 33 Formerly
federation
38-Prefis: not
39-Music: as
written
12
41Offprint
42-Arrows
44,5yrnbol for
nickel
46-Unbending
48-Rigid
51-Places24 22
52-Man's nickname
53-Conjunction
55-Utters cry of the
horse
59-Motternmedanchieftain
60-Flesh
62-Pertaining to the
dawn
63-Female (collos.)
64-Goddess of
discord
22
65-Epclike

lLl 17100130 BOE
OMJ EUORD 0=314
MIPLIRRI
lThaRGIE
UOW WOROP
SAM POO (INMO
DOlg VOW Uf.i1OM
113 RMM POT RV
1
gOMCIR OWO
RAMO OUM ODPSI
Ogg AM WVO
1:1371(2310 DC:301a11113
DellraAS VMO
DUO SUAOA P0'42
36-Race of lettuce
37-Field flowers
4011sest
43-Football
position (abbr.)
45-Comunction
47-leases
48 Antlered animal

49-Roman garment
50-Renown
54-Weight of India
56-Tibetan gazelle
57 Ugly. old woman
sa Nohow- sheep
61-Three-toed
sloth

Beef Short Ribs
Provide Robust Meal
P.or Yung Athletes
teenage

Any mother of
sons is constantly on the
lookout for nourishing main
dishes to feed her boys after
workouts on the tennis court
or outdoor track. Good foods
like beef short ribs, navy
beans and molasses will
score with any appetite.
According to meat expert
Reba Staggs of the National
Live Stock and Meat Board,
slow braising is the best
method of cooking beef short
ribs. The high quality prerein and hearty flavor of beef
coupled with beans pravide
a nutritious and delicious
climax for a energetic day.

three-bedroom b
been redecorated
in top notch
ing room, den, li
fireplace, entran
and Large kitchen
cabinets. It aLso h
lot and is really
at only $17,500.
EXTRA ORDIN
beet way to
perty. It is with
City limits and
three acres of fe
horse barn, three
house, with large
and fireplace, li •
baths, huge utility
beat and air,
kitchen appliaac
garage. See it 11
gets away.

Beef Short Ribs—
New England-Style
pounds beef short ribs
pound ailed navy beans
cups water
tablespoons prepared
mustard
tablespoons chopped
onion
1 can (29 ounces)-tomatoes
1 tablespoon salt
1 /2 teaspoon pepper
2 cup molasses
1
/
Add water to beans, bring
to boil and boil 2 minutes.
Remove from heat and soak
1 hour. Drain, reserving 1
cqp liquid. Combine beans,
mustard, onion, tomatoes,
salt and pepper. Mix well.
Cover tightly and cook slowly
2 hours. Broiin short ribs
1
2/
on all sides in own fat over
low heat in covered fryingpan for 1 hour. Pour off
drippings. Add molasses to
beans arid mix well. Add to
short ribs. Cover tightly.and
continue ,cooking I to 1.1,4
hours or until meat is tender
.servand beans are done. 6
ings.

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA: That way, they tell us
what to do. They decide who Is real), going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need—and use—our service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
•••• help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs—any seaa seasoned money
son of the year
pro: the man at PCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Kegs Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753-5602
305 North 4th Street

FOUR BEDROOMS
yf this nice brick
has a study, f
:hen with built;
Paths, utility roo
xinditioners, d r
hall, patio and ex
pen. This house
for less than $25,
side storage, c
room and plenty of
than 219,000.
-LESS 'Cum 415,
room frame ho
distance of schoo
and groceries. Ni
and the house is
state of repair.
THREE-BEDROOM
kitchen and dining
room, storage room
and one acre of 1
top road, only
from town. This
dog pen and ho
sell.
UNIQUE is the way
this sylish fourIt has a private
area, central beat
place in den, built
appliances, double
ins room, drapes
more desirable lea
be seen to apprec
INCOME PROPER
plex is within
of M. S. U. and his
income of nearly
th. One apartment
ly new inside and
in good repairs. It'
at only $15,000.
Call ROBERTS
your real estate
some good "
spring and
if you are inte
call ROBERTS
by our office at'
Phone 753-1651.

BOULDER. Colo. (UPI)— The
niversity of Colorado will hold
third annual Trivia Bowl
next Monday to learn
•
Just how much trivial intamap
• Its students possess.
Students taking part will be
tested in 1.8 categories, Including pop culture, pop literature,
pop music, sports "or any
Information ii o t considered
needed for the content, philosophy or ideology of otherwise
essential information," a
spokesman said.
There are more than 20(
million major appliances in use
in American homes.
Americans rat
almost 67
pounds of frozen foods a year,
per capita.

Hazel Elementary School
P.O. BOX 127
HAZEL KY. 42049

BY OWNER, 3-bed
plus family room, •
ing and many rt.her
Parklane Drive. P
for appointment.
ALBRITTEN FARM:
good stock barn with
one old tobacco
bottom land, 48
Ma farm Is priced
oated HWY 94, turn
east of rim Grove
eh on old Newburg
miles on the
Peel & Holland
1133 Main Street,
43025, phone 327
ONE YEAR-OLD
room brick ranch on
ad lot in Sherwood
division. Xitcben con
built4n
appliancas.
room with ftrepl
room, dining room, 3
tear garage.
heat and central air
lag. On city water.
for appointment.

T.

Quasar COLOR TV

by moropros.A 4A,

A CORNER LOT,
Olive, toned for f
mints. $8750.00. P
attar 8:00 p.

WITH THE WORKS IN A DRAWER
23" pocture, measured diagonatly. 295 sq in.

Factory Authorized Service
Good Stock of Used TVs and Rotors
Serving Murray, Hazel and Puryear

ELEMOLUX SALES
vice, Box 213, liturra
Mt Sanders. Phone
Lynnville, Kentucky.
A
WANTED: one pas
New Jersey. Call 753tween 7:30 a. M. and 11
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RIIAL ESTATE FOR &ALP

FOUR BEDROOMS is a feature
sf this nice brick house. It also
has a study, family room, kitthen with built-in range, two
baths, utility room, carpet, sir
xinditioners, drape s, entry
hall, patio and extra good dog
pen. This house can be bought
tor less than $25,000.
THBEE BEDROOM brick, has
two baths, built-in range, outside storage, carport, living
room and plenty of closets. Less
than 419.000.
LESS Vain $0,000; Tee-bedroom frame house in walking
distance of schools, churches,
and groceries. Nice shady if
and the house is in excellent
state of repair.
THREEBEDROOM with den,
kitchen and dining area, utility
room, storage room, living room
and one acre of land. On blacktop road, only five minutes
from town. This one has good
dog pen and house. Priced to
sell.

-nn•-

UNIQUE is the way to describe
this sylish four-bedroom house.
It has a private outside living
area, central beat and air, fireplace in den, built in kitchen
appliances, double garage, living room, drapes and man/
more desirable features. Must
be seen to appreciate.
INCOME PROPERTY -This duplex is within walking distangn
of-M. S. U. and his a potentia
income of nearly $200 per month. One apartment Ls completely new inside and the other is
In good repairs. It's a bargain
at only $15,000.
Call ROBERTS REALTY for all
your real estate needs. We need
some good listings for the
spring and mummer market so
If you are interested in selling
call ROBERTS REALTY or stop
by our office at 505 Main.
A4C
Phone 753-1651.
BY OWNER, 3-bedroom brick,
plus family room, air conditioning and mzny cther extras. East
Parklane Drive. Phone 753-8388
for appointment.
A4-C
ALBRITTEN FARM: 92 acre
food stock barn with electricity,
one old tobacco Dam tan acres
bottom land, 48 acres cleared.
This farm is priced to sell. Located HWY 94, turn right just
east of Elm Grove Baptist Church on old Newburg Road, lie
miles on the right. Contact
Peel h Holland Real Eltata,
1120 Main Street, Benton, Ky.
42025, phone OX/4621.
Apen-BC
ONE YEAR-OLD spacious 3-bedroom brick ranch on large wooded lot In Sherwood Forest Subdivision. Kitchen contains many
built-In
Family
appliances.
room with fireplace, living
room, dining room, 2 baths and
2-car garage. Carpeting, gas
heat and central sir conditioning. On city water. Call 7534678
for appointment.
H-A-3-NC
A CORNER LOT, 13th and
Olive, zoned for four apartments. $8750.00. Phone 753-6202
adtar 6:00 p. m.
H-A-3-C

1970 CALENDAR Desk Staub
and refills are now available at
the Ledger & Times Office Sup
TPT4C
ply slue.
FOR P7BERGLASS insulation
work call 436-5402, Bill MatronASP
dro, free estimates.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C
Sanders. Phone 382-3932
Lynnville, Kentucky.
April-27-NC

NOTICS

NOTICII

TERMITES!!
CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??
Only An Expert
Can Tell You For Sure
TERMITES WORK SILENTLY,
SECRETLY AND DESTRUCTIVELY
Almost every home in the nation is threatened with invasion, or has already been invaded by termites
They may reveal their presence through Midge destruction
but more often their work goes unseen.
You could be totally unaware of the fact that thousands of
termites had invaded and were feeding in the under-structure of your home . . . traveling through the foundation
. . and infesting the ground under your expensive landCALL US FOR FREE INSPECTION
TERMITE INSPECTION AND TERMITE PROOFING
REQURES THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL OF A
PROFESSIONAL PEST•CONTROL OPERATOR
Our job Is to find termites, destroy their colonies and prevent their recurring in your home. We know their habtta,
where they attack and how to termite proof for long range
protection.

Kelley's Termite It Pest Control
Murray, Ky.
100 South 13th Street
Phone 753-3914, Day or Night
ROME OWNED AND OPERATE) OVER 2aYEARS
YOUR PRIM v..71101T
•LICENSED By STATE OF KENTUCKY
MEMBER CTIAMIIER OF COMMERCE

ittsumto ron

Pat-as a homeowner or potential builder of a new home,
remember, treatment during construction usually costs
only ½ of 1% of the total budding cost If you don't treat
during construction and termites develop in your home,
the corrective measures (exclusive of damage repairs)
usually cost about 1% of the total_building

SPECIAL!!

2Price
1
GERANIUMS-/
Through April 11th Only
This Special is on our large Geraniums only that are growing in 6"
pots.

WERE $2.50 - NOW $1.25
We cannot reserve these at this
price. Our greenhouses are jammed full and we need to make
room for other plants.

SHIRLEY'S GREENHOUSES
500 N. 4th Street

Poa SALK

Pat SAIJI

Murray, Ky.

Four Bedroom Brick Veneer. Central heat and air, two
baths, one year old. Priced at only $26.500.00.
Three Bedroom Brick Veneer. Central heat and air, bath,
1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, 400
living room and family room two baths. $25,000.00.
miles. Like new. Phone 753Real Buy in a two bedroom brick veneer in Hazel. Ask
6450 between 9:00 a. m_ and
about this place, $11500.00.
A-6-C
2:00 p. in.
Three Bedroom year around brick veneer at Panorama
oak
HILP
rotor,
and
MANTIC)
ANTENNA
TV
IMILP WANT
Shores. A beauty on waterfront lot.
dresser, short wave receiver,
Apartment Building at 1311 Main Street. $600.00 per month
small refrigerator, half-bed, table and four chairs. Phone 753income. Only $47,000.00.
A4-C
4684.
Two Bedroom Frame on Two Acres. This one is nice.
Price, $9000.00.
USED TRAILERS. Located in
traler park on East Highway,
Four Bedroom Frame on two acres near town. Needs but
set up, ready to rent for an inSalary Open
very little work to make this a nice place.
Working Foreman -.-vestment or occupy yourself at
All
town.
miles
Thirty
from
five
Farm
Hog
Five
Acre
he,
OK per
tee June 8. Must sell now beDock Builders
modern equipment. This farm can be bought two or three
fore new lease signed. Phone
$1.75 per hr.
different ways. Give us a call.
153-6202 after 8:00 p.
H-A-3-C
Thirty Five Acres adjoining TVA Contour.
APPLY IN PERSON
Two Low Priced New Cottages at Kentucky Lake DevelopTEof USED window fans, single
ment Real good for weekends and summer vacations.
reversible.
and tiros
Three Waterfront Lots at Pine Bluff Shores.
$8.06 to 410.00. Moe 436-5414
A-7-C
-,,---Tiseale-Twe Acres Wooded Land adjoining Chandler Park.
Good water view.
tracFord
45 ACRE MAY.'54
HI-way U & Jonathan Creek
Another Waterfront Lot in Lake Way Shores.
tor, breaking plow, cultivator,
Kentucky Lake
dime, two-row planter, wagon
This Nearly New Three Bedroom Brick Veneer on Wiswell
mowing machine. Phone 753Road has been reduced to 418,800.00. Here is a real good
4P
11"
:
3354,
ASP
buy!
Baldwin.
PIANOS and Organs,
Beautiful Stone Home on two acre wooded lot. Has two
Rent or buy. Used, new pianos.
fireplaces, full basement, central heat and air.
Pat MIT
11111RV1CRS OFFIRBO
Across from Post Office, LonerLook
This
on
At
Three
West
Bedroom
Dogwood
Drive.
all
of
LARGE
TRAILER LOTS. All
CARPENTER WORK
do Piano Co, Paris, Tenn,
addihouses,
Nice Frame on 21 or five acres near Kentucky Lake.
conveniences of the city with
11-A-34
kinds. Punitieg
tions, remodeling, paneling. rural setting. 234 miles east of
Three Bedroom Brick Veneer on two acre lot, 11 miles
human
100%
DARK BROWN
Get your work done before the Murray, Lakesvay Mobile Home
from Murray. Central heat, large living room, fireplace.
hair stretch wig. Never beer
spring rush. Call Mack, 753-3111111. Park. Call 753-8216 after 5 p. M.
We Have Two New Duplexes, two bedrooms, carpet, cenworn. Reason for selling-wow
A.414
April474
Fria estimates.
A-3-f
tral heat and air, large lots and have transferable loans.
color. Call 47534902.
brick
duplex,
NEJ .Y'S PEST CONTROL Tan- TWO-BEDROOM
On et Highway East, we have a beautiful three bedroom _KKOWNENG light weight auto
mites-eat your home. Roachei newly decorated, unfurnished,
brick veneer. Carpet, heat and air, large den with fine---mastic abet gun, 12 gouge. Like
-carry germs. Spiders-we electric heat, air conditioning.
itarre lot. Has two-car
pre
-couples
mow, $130.00. Phone 435-4080
Married.
eaLZalnortimpectlou
Poistna. FM-km
A-3-(
$80.00.
Phone
Duplex.
Three bedrooms on one side, two on the other.
*red,
753-2335.
7534914.
Control
Pest
Keily's
This is truly a nice place!
24 hours a day.
934 HP JOHNSON outboard mo340 Acre Farm. New frame home, good fence, two good
NEW DOG TRAINING classes FOUR BEDROOM house with
tor, 1965 model, excellent contobacco barns. 200 acres good tendable land. The price is
are beginning in Paris on April full basement. Phone 753-7114,
A4C
dition. Phone 753-6843.
right!
A-3-C
7. Cost $10 for 10 weeks. Per,
BO30-30
new
and
Information call Noreen Sim- 4
RIFLE
30-06
24 Acres has good building site with well. Here is a barA-74 -BEDROOM house. Electric
double boreal muzzle
Bill
onsen, 642-5073.
UM,
gain!
heat, air condtioning. Storm
loader. Also want to buy, child;
50 Acre Farm with real nice frame house near New ConMONOGRAIDifING. Phone has windows, -garage. Available
Mae stove, refrigerator, sink,
Stokes at 753-4357, 1612 Keene- April 16. Phone 753-3202 after
cord. Here is a real good buy. House has two baths. cartable and chain Phone 753A-6-C
A-11-C 4 p. ra.
land Drive.
pet all built-ins.
A-4-C
4487.
Good Income Property at 710 Poplar.
FOR ANY TYPE home repair,
Sale,
Garage
-FAMILY
MULTI
MOT10E
painting, paneling or carpenter
Two Story Lake Front Cottage on large wooded lot. Real
305 South Mit Street, Saturday
work. Free estimates. Phone
pretty.'
sod Sunday from 9:00 a. in. till
A4C
753-44114.
6:00 p. m. Two antique sewing
This House on North 10th Street is one of our nicest. Has
nischines, room divider, cloth.
EXPERIENC12) horse shoeing
central heat and air, real large faniily room.
Mg, records, tour maple chairs,
Steve Bailey, phone 753-8269
New Three Bedroom Brick Veneer n Gatesboroug,h Estables, African
violets, and
A-7-P
tates. Built on the French Provincial order. Has nice carCertified
many other items. We've got
pet, two baths, large family room and garage.
what you want, cheep. A-4-C
WANTED: Lawns to mow
Certified Kent
A-7-P I
Phone 753-4052.
Beautiful One Year Old TrI-Level about 10 miles from
Registered Dare
USED COUCH and chair. Good
Murray. All carpet, built-ins, double garage, nice trees.
condition. Phone 753-4575 after
WANTED: yards to mow. Call
Registered Hood
large lot.
A-6-C
A-4-C
5:00 r in,.
753-3895 or .753-4580.
Solo Herbicide
.
WE
.
.
NEED
PEOPLE
ARE
NEW
LLSTING$
COOKER-POO
puppies,
seven
aistconcenter,
Home
!MOBILE
-•Inociilation
weeks old, $15.00 each. Phone
BUYING HOUSES!
ditioning. Factory authorized
Pioneer Seed Corn 3369A
A-8-C
753-4710.
dealer for Coleman-Internal
If you want to sell. now is a good time Call
Stu11807SX
Duo-Therm Sales, parts, serus for a free appraisal.
EIUFFEIT, brass fireplace equipvice. Financing available. Jim's
For more information on any of the above listing,
ment, rag and throw rugs, wrinHeating and Air Conditioning,
ger type washer, drape panels,
Paris, Tennessee, 9014424589
CALL
nylon curtains, table lamp, step
H-1TC
table and deep-freeze. Phone
WANTED: Lawns to mow. Phane
A-8-C
753-3987.
Old Concord Road
753-6030 after 3:30 p m. TYNC
7534220
Phone
GRETSCH, Nashville model with
owe. Must sell, $250.00 or best
TO BUT
WANT
A-6-P
offer. Call 753-7575.
WANTED: Good used skiI
AUCTION SAL/
Doll
Barbie
NEW, homemade
saw. Phone 753-8542 after 501
clothes, all kinds, $1.00 each
SALE, Saturday,
AUCTION
!JAIL and ask for Dan Hale.
A-6-P
At 518 West Main • National Hotel Building
Phone 753-2389.
A.6-P April 4, 1:00 p. m. at Ira C. LasBusiness Phone 753-7724 - Home Phone: Guy Spann 753siter home Hazel, Ky., on State
x
42"
carrier,
luggage
TOP
CAR
WANTED: Two wheeled...utility Line Road. Household furniture
E17; Louise Baker 753-2404; Onyx Ray 7534914;
60", plywood bon and water
trader or early model pick-up
and some antiques will be sold
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
proof vinyl covering. Phone
truck. Phone 436-2.157 after
A-3-P
bidders.
A-8-C
ltc
753-8695.
A-6-P to high
8:00 p. in.

HELP WANTED

TWIN LAKES MOORING CO., INC.

TrcAr&C

SOYBEAN SEED
Wayne

Hardy Cushion Mums
In bud and bloom, will bloom again in the Fell!
All Colors

50* and °1.00

SHIRLEY'S GREENHOUSES
Slie N. 4th Street
AUTOS FOR SALA

Murray, Ky.

411ILP WANTID

NEED MR BEDROOMS?
If you do. we have -a 7.,ce brick home located near the
Two 'bedrooms and -bath up and
two bedrooms with ha!n down . . of course you also
get a living room o in, fireplace, dining area, kitchen
and utnity.
RI:.;SONABL E•
753 4451
Call: FRANK RYAN
753 4451
BILL 1. \DRICH

Court Square

407 Maple Stra t

a4c

Perfect size
family wagon

Murray. Ky.

753-7114

-OPEN EVENINGS-

Tom's Pizza

Court for lease. You

WANTED: Experienced automobile mechanic or man witb
mechanical knowledge, capable
of learning Datsun automobiles
Good salary and other fringe
-benefits. APPLY at Lassiter &
McKinney Datsun, 810 SycaA4C
more St.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
ONE-HALF BED with springs
IS YOUR BUSINESS For Sale? and mattress. Call 753-5654.
If so, please advise for confiITC
dential service; call or write
reWanted,
PIANO:
Byetknder System, Sikeston, Mis- SPINET
*4-C sponsible party to take MET
souri.
low monthly payments on a
spinet piano. Can be wen loAUTOS FOR SALE
cally. Write Credit Manager.
P. 0. Box 2'76, Shelbyville, InA-16-P
diana.

WANTED, a woman to care for
15 month old child daily, Mon
da,y through Friday in my home.
Would prefer that own transportation is available. U interested please call 753-8173 after
A-4-C
5:00 p. m.

WI HAVE A REAL NICE
SELECTION OP "DAMN
TRADII-INS"

1954 FORD Custom 500, auMANAGER TRAINEE, 21-30
transmission,
tomatic
startgood
married,
preferred,
seam, Moe.
4door
benefits.
ing salary, insurance
Special $645.00.
Contact Mr. Lonnie Vaughter
at Burger Chat, 2:00 to 616 I/1966 AUSTIN HEALY Sprite
convertible. Special
p. in. Apply in person only.
$695.00.
POSITION OPEN - Manager 1961 THUNDERBIRD,
alr.
Country Club, supervision emconditioner, all power.
ployees golf course, swimming
Special $545.00.
pool, pro shop, and club house.
Experience preferred but not 1964 CHIVY Impala, 3-door
necessary, couple will be conhardtop. Nice, $795.00
sidered. Trailer space available,
salary based on qualification. 1969 VW automatic, eun roof.
Send resume to Paris Country like new, SAVE!
Club, Box 156, Paris, Tem.
1969 DATSUN pick-up 'The
Little Hustler", clean,
17,000 miles. SAVE
$500.00.
HOUSIA',LEANER wanted. One
day per week. Phone 753-82183 1968 CUTLASS 442 convertA-8-C
after 5 p. m.
dile, 3-speed, reel nice,
$1995.00.

A.44;

Pizza Palace.

LASSITER-McKINNEY 114TSUN
811, A

Valuable building ,,les behind

build or we build S. Tom Karvounis at Tom's

400.00

Save

LOTS FOR LEASE
Palace, facing Arcadia

Sticker Price _ _ '2917.05
Sale Price _ _ _ _ '2517.05

DOUBLE DOG HOUSE and portable pen, $30.00. Phone 753A-6-C
4688.

FOR SALO

hAL

Purdom & Thurman Real Estate

ee Automatic Transmission
V Luggage Rack
ee AM FM Stereo Radio
ao Console
V Plus Many More Extras!
4.000 Miles - Full Car Warranty

Guy Spann

Real Estate Agency

AUTOS POlt SALM

1970 Datsun 4-Door Station Wagon
EXECUTIVE CAR

1

Murray
Warehousing
Corp.

REAL 115TATS FOR SAUI

one passenger to
WANTED
New Jersey. Call 753-7481 between 7 30 a m. and 11:30a. m.
A-4-P

DESIRE TO RENT mnall holm
in country. Must have water in
house, or will purchase used
Mobile home. 12' wide, twobed•room Call 4144194.
Al'?

RIAL UTATII

CARPET colors looking dim'
Bring 'au back-give 'an visa.
Use Blue Lustre! Root electric
A4-C
shampooer $1. Big E.

me

WANTSD TO PINT

FRIDAY - APRIL 3. 1ir70

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
UAL fiTATI pas sAiji

ary,SeATteee
NA RentFi'd
mom,THE
NEWLY DECORATED - This
three-bedroom brick has Just
been redecorated inside and is
in top notch shape. It has dining room, den, living room with
fireplace, entrance hall, utility
and large kitchen with lots of
cabinets. It also has a nice shady
lot and is really priced to sell
at only $17,500.
EXTRA ORDINARY - Is the
best way to describe this property. It is within sight of the
City limits and there is over
three acres of fenced In land,
horse barn, three-bedroom brick
house, with large family room
and fireplace, living room, two
baths, huge utility room, central
heat and air, carpeting, built-in
kitchen appliances and double
garage. See it now before it
gets away.

TIME

&

- FOR SALE

NEW! 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
Reduced '2500.00
Located in Gatesbero
SN
Cali: FRANK

Thurman Real Estate.

PUrdOM &
407‘1%Liplc Sty., •
"
411111mileinikeinnomnise

_

Lassiter-McKinney

751 4451
1151

BILL KY

AUTOS FOR **1.l
1964 FORD pup, overgood en- drive See this truck, NICE!
CHEVROLET,
1953
gine, perfect fishing car, $60.00
Call 753-7650 after 3:30 p. is.
TTNC

Court j41,u,tr_e_„. ,a4e

1961 CHEVROLET Impala with
power steering. Good condition,
low mileage. Price $400.00.
Phone 753-8243 or MASS.
• . A

"Open Evoinings"
410 Sycameee

SAYE Big! Clean rugs and upholstery with Blue Lustre. Resit
electric shampooer $1. Western
Auto, Rome of 'The Wishing
A-4-C
Weil".
GIRLS DRESSES and coats up
o size 3. Boys clothing and
coats up to size 9. Also one dog
house. If intermted phone 753A-4-C
7573.
YEAR OLD Bassett hound.
Three miniature red Dachshund
puppies, four months old. All
AEC registered. Phone 753-5303.
A-4-C
TWO YELLOW formals, size 5
and two pairs while elbow length gloves. Phone 753-8966.
A-4-C
USED 6000 BTU window air.
conditioner. 17 inch Zenith portable black said white television
and Boston rocker. Phone 753
A-4-C
•
2269.
SET OF CATTLE racks for Ili
Ford pick-up. Saddle mare, 8
years old; colt, 10 months. Sad.
Call 4354232
die
A4-P
after 5 p. m.

and bridle.

REGISTERED Angus Bulls, serviceable age, contact Harry Key
Of Gary Key. after 300 fi. te,
--1011/31€ 48972791r6FISIMIllr--A4-P

•
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LEDGER & TIMES _...

Red Cross .

RRAY, KENTUCKY

FRIDAY - APRIL 3, 1970

Quotes From The News

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
(Continued From Peas
The Public will take notice
Americans, he continued, -it
Unt the boning and Planning
accomplishes its goal with vol- SEOUL -Junko Kubota, a stewardess among 103
persons
Commiesion of City Of Murray,
untary contributions as its only held for 79 hours aboard a pirated Japanese jetljner, describes
Kentucky, has recommended to
means of financial support" , the ordeal:
the Common Council that the
-Today the Calloway County
"It was just like in hell. The hijackers constantly swung their
changes incorporated in
so
Chapter of, the Red Croon needs samurai swords around. We were haunted by hunger
and terror,"
U* hereinafter written ordinthese funds to carry on its
ance be adopted by City of MUTWASHINGTON - President Nixon,
many services. A contribution
commenting on the possibility
my, Kentucky, so as to become
to the Red Cross is an invest- that the Senate will defeat his second nominee
for the supreme
• part of its original Zoning
ment that rewards the entire Court seat vacated by Abe Fortas:
Ordinance. 'Ma Common Councommunity-now and in the fu- "what is at stake is the
preservation of the traditional concil of City of Murray, Kenture," the spokesman conclud- stitutional relationships of the
president and the Congress."
tucky, wilt hold • public heared.
ing concerning mad recommeo(lotions im the Council ChambneiGSTON, Ont. -Dr. J. Delahaye, after a
ers, City Municipal Building.
THREE CITED
mother snatched
a three-year-old girl from him to prevent a blood transfusion,
Murray, Kentucky, on the 23rd
day of April, 1970, at the hour
Three persons were cited by explains that parents cannot be forced to permit medical treatment
of 7:00 o'clock p. m. All citithe Murray Police Department of their children:
"It really involves the question of whether a parent has
zens are invited to appear and
yesterday and kat night. They
the right
express their reapective opinwere one for driving while in- to interfere with his or her child having a normal life. As yet there
ions
toxicated, reddens driving, and is not specific legal sanction for insuring that a child gets the
fleeing a police officer, one for care it needs."
ORDINANCE NUMBER —,
These are the students who had winning projects in the Murray speeding, and one
for public
BEING AN ORDINANCE ACAMBRIDGE, Mass. -District Judge Edward
MENDING ZONING ORDIN- High Science Fair held at the school this week. The winning drunkenness.
M .Viola,on
projects
bein, Informed that a girl he sentenced to six months
will compete in the Regional Science Fair at Murray
ANCE NUMBER 491 OF CITY
in jail Icti
burning a U. S. flag had not been suspended
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, SO State University Saturday.
from School IX the
LYON, FranckU110- Four toffeene:
AS TO REZONE A CERTAIN
donkey-drawn caiti in a line
"I don't think she has the right to go to any school. But
ZONED DISTRICT AS SHOWN
she would
abreast blocked traffic for be a good candidate for college. If she ever gets
ATTACHED
ON ZONING MAP
there, she would
main
road
near
a
on
hours
be
probably
a Viet Cong leader."
TO ORDINANCE NUMBER 491
Heyrieux in Eastern France
AND MADE A PART THEREMonday. Their drivers were
OF BY REFERENCE; AND AHELSINKI (UPI) - Every just under 5 million, the
KENVING ZONING MAP ATThe Murray High School Sci- shopkeepers protesting what
number
ence Fain was held Tuesday, they considered unfair tax laws fifth Finn is licensed to own a of television licenses issued has
T e.A,n TO AND MADE A
Starc
PART OF ZONING ORDINANCE
in the Austin Cafe- for the small businessmen as television set, according to the passed 1 million. The number of
NUMBER 491 BY REFERENCE
teria Anproximately 155 pro- well as inequitable social state broadcasting company. radio licenses was 1,738,000 at
With the country's population the last report.
SO AS TO EMBODY THE ZONElementary, junior high and jects were on display for pub- security benefits,
ING CHANGES SET FORTH high school students from about lic viewing in the evening. AIN THIS ORDINANCE
12 schools in the Jackson Pue wards were made to the fon
BE TT ORDAINED BY THE chase are expected to partici- towing students:
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE pate in the fifth annual Weal
First Place: Trip Jones, KaCITY OF MURRAY, KENTUC- Kentucky Regional Science Fair ren Hussing, John Harcourt,
KY, AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
at Murray State University Sat Jay Pktman and Amy Lovett.
SECTION
The following, urday.
Second Piece: Shelia Watson,
City of lbw
described area
Sponsored by the science di- Lezlee Bartle:4=y, Doug Spenray, Kentucky, as shown on vision of the First District Ede- cern_Careg Menstield and -Deng
zoning map incorporated in cation inundation in coopera- Shelton.
Zoning Ordinance Number 491 tion 'with the physics and chem
Third Place: Tim Philpot, Ricis hereby rezoned from "RI istry departments at Murray ky Maupin, Van Perry, Kip DyResidential District" to "R-4 State, the faiT will include com- er and Vicky Cathy.
Residential District," to-wit:
Fourth Place: Cheryl Brown,
petition in five science categor
Beginning at a point on the lee-earth
science, biology, Phil Byrn, Clark Sheeks,'Becky
northeast corner of the Bag- chemistry, physics and mathe- Sams, Vicki McClard, Rita Win
well Manor Subdivision; then- matics.
am, Patti Miller and Greg Johnce south 1326 feet to a paid
Dr. William F. Smith, *arise
right-of-way
on
on the north
Warning sixth grade elementant profemor of physics at Mur6/cosine Road; thence east ray State and fair coordinator, ary projects under the direction
to a point on the west bound- mid projects will be judged in of Mrs. Ronnie Christopher
ary line of the present B-2 the morning and exhibited In were: First Place, How Stars
Business District; thence nor- the afternoon in the ballroom Twinkle; Second Place, The
Cirth 1328 feet to a point on of the Waterfield Student Un- culatory System; Third Piece,
Use west boundary line of the ion' Building.
Tornadoes.
present B-2 Business District;
Judges for the fair were Dr.
A grand prize winner will be
thence west to the point of presented a $.10 U.
S. saving William Smith, Gary Boggess
beginning.
bond. Both individual and group and Dr. Charles Smith of MurSECTION II: The zoning map projects -at
all three levels of ray State University. The winof City of Murray, Kentucky, competition are eligible for
the ning projects will compete at
dated the 30th day of January, grand prize competition.
Use Regional Science Fair April
1989, attached to and made a
Gold, silver and bronze-coat- 4.
part of Zoning Ordinance Num- ed medallions
Awards for the fair which was
will be awarded
ber 481 by reference, is here- for first, second
and third place under the direction of Mrs. G.
by amended and changed so as at each level of
individual and P. Sammons and Mrs. A. B.
to coincide with the provisions group competition
in each sci- Crass, were presented to the
of this ordinance. The Clerk of ence category.
students by Eli Alexander, printhe City of Murray, Kentucky, Each
participating student cipal of Murray High SchooL
is directed to amend said zon- will also receive
a certificate of
ing map so as to reveal the participation,
according
to
changes herein made.
Smith.
SECTION III: So much of OrHe called the fair "a wonder- RP if
dinance Number 491 as is is tul opportunity for science stuconflict with this ordinance is dents to be exposed to other
hereby repealed to the extent students and to university per(Continued From Peg* 1)
of such conflict and to such ex sonnel."
tent oaiy. In all other respects,
He emphasized that the pub- prior to that was
pastor of the
Ordinance Number 481 is here- lic is invited to see the exPoplar Spring Baptist Church
by reeffnmed.
in Calloway County.
CERTIFIED AS APPROVED
Rev. White was ordained to
BY TEE ZONING AND PLANthe ministry by the New Bethel
NING COMMISSION OF CITY
Baptist Church in Lyon CounOF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, ON
ty. He is a graduate of the SouTHIS THE 2411i DAY OF MAR'
thern Baptist Theological SemCH, 1970.
inary, Louisville, aid attended
(Continued
From
Page 1)
▪ / Bob Bithngton
Murray
Berzetsry of Zoning and at Southern Illinois University, Masters State University in the
ADD TO yoUll
Degree program in hisPlanning
the Master of Theology and tory. He
OIL
received
his
B.
A.
deof City of Murray, Ky. Doctor of Theology degrees at gree
from Union University.
PASSED ON FIRST READ- Southern Baptist Seminary, and Jackson,
Tenn.
ING BEFORE THE COMMON graduated from the Teachers The
Memorial Minister and
COUNCIL OF CITY OF MU& College, Columbia University. his
wife, the former Connie RoRAY, KENTUCKY, ON THE Dr. Graves held student pas- gers,
and their
DAY OF
torates in Illinoil arid Kentucky Lee, age 3%, two sons, Jermy
and Jared Lyle,
1970.
He was secretary for, Young age eleven
months, are residing
PASSED ON SECOND READ- People's Work, Baptist/Training in the
ING BEFORE THE COUNCIL Union Departntent of the Bap- ent tti parsonage located adjacthe church on Main
OF CITY OF MURRAY, HEM tist Sunday School Board, from Street.
.
TNCKY, ON THE — DAY 1941-1943, aid pastor of the
The.church invites the public
First
Baptist
OF
Church,
Fort Pier- to hear Rev.
,1970.
ce, Florida, 1943-1945, First Bap- ing sermons White in his °peeHolmes Ellis, Mayor,
on Sunday.
tist
Church,
Charlottesville, VirCity of Murray, Kentucky
ginia,
1945-1950, and Immanuel
ATTEST:
Baptist Church, Tulsa, OklaStanford Andrus
homa, 1950-1965. He has served
Cierk, City of Murray,
as Dean of the School of ReKentucky
ligious Education,
11C tat Theological Southern Bap
Seminary since
(Continued nreen Page 1)
1855.
Dr. Graves is the author of etc.
the following books: "Christ
Miss Flood said that "this
In My Career", Church Commit- volunteer work brings great
tee Manuel", and "Using and selfeestisfaction, knowledge that
(Contenuod From r•ago 1)
Maintaining Church Property". you are helping someone, and
chermstry student 101" 1966. She From 1961-1965 he served as actual experience in working in
was one of 12 national merit president, American Association a hospital."
award winners named by Chem- of Schools of Religious Education, and in 1962-1963 as presiical and Engineering News, a
publication of the American dent, Southern Baptist Religious
Chemical Society, and was list- Education Association.
ed in "Who's Who in American Dr. and Mrs. Graves are the
parents of XX children.
Colleges and Universities."
She was a charter member The public is cordially invit
(Continued From Page 1)
ad to hear him in these special
of Gamma Xi chapter of Alpha
services at the First Baptist
$6,176 and go as high as t8,442
Gamma Delta social sorority and Church,
was elected to Alpha Lambda (:h nes, according to Dr. H. C. annually.
pastor.
The negotiators were to have
Delta freshman women's honor
as.)' society and Alpha Chi natheir proposals Teady, to submit
TESTS QUILT
tional scholastic fraternity.
to Congress by next Friday.
Following the award of the
The agreement, announced by
M. D. degree to her in gradua- ( Alt LISLE, England (LTD- Postmaster c,eneral Winton M.
tion ceremonies May 31, Mi Housewife Judith Butler is Blount and AFL-C10 President
Lilly will spend a brie( vacation going Into cold storage for two George Meany at AFL.CI()
weeks on a dare.
headquarters, may have killed
with her parents before return
She answered a store's ad Nixon's proposal for a postal
ing to Vanderbilt to begin as
looking for someone to sit in a corporation to replace the Post
pediatrics.
internship
deep freeze for several hours office Department.
ea( h day over the next two
The postal unions generally
weeks dressed in a nightgown have opposed a postal corporatwopart
preparing
a
NBC is
special called "The New and protected only, by a new tion, and Meany said any postal
Communicators.- featuring the type of quilt. "My friends dared reorganization plan submitted
me to apply for the jots," she to Congress would first be
creative works of amateur
said Wednesday.
*1 to union approval.
4- •
wdrld.
the
around
filmniakers
-•
• •

Regional Science Murray Nigh Science
Fair Is Saturday Fair Winners Named
ai
At Murray State

MURRAY COLT LEAGUE
BASEBALL (15& 16 year old)
REGISTRATION BLANK - im
NAME

AGE

DATE OF BIRTH
PARENT(s) NAME

United Pre

ADDRESS
PHONE

SIGNATURE
I, we the parent(s) give our consent, and agree to hold
the League and Its Officers blameless for hospital and medical expenses as a result of injury(s) while playing, except
covered by League insurance.
I. we also agree to return the uniform at end of each
playing season, in good condition, less normal wear.
It is NECESSARY that your son's BIRTH CERTIFICATE
be checked by the Player Agent or Secretary of the League.
Parent(s) Signature

Signed
Add re's

Can't argue wit)

The Wild Cher
leaves on them
oa is blooming.
hybrids are bloo
anyway.

The large Holid
the borne of a
-

Illrayden B. Cut
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'that we should sl
ings. In his sec
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planet".

'They take over
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their own. They
large flocks and
of our greatest

Mr. Cummins sell
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a brochure if yin

We checked that
ing out of the be
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Well be forced
lawn in the ne
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we
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cold and I want t
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"Well, I think I'll
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Fellow says that
medicine doing so
creasing life expi
better be careful
to the national de
have to pay it off

OIL
TREATMENT

Auto Cream Wax
1 2 hour Car Wax
The /

ONLY

97c

Lusanne . . .

-LIMIT 6 PLEASE-

More Taxes . .

PENNZOIL
QUAKER STATE
GULF
SHELL
QT.
—Your Choice—

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

eft

Murray, Ky.

If we killed all
in the yard, we
anything left.

Phone

White . .

Candy . . .

Seen&
Aroi
Mr

Mr. George Wil
with the best ri
heard in some
him on the stree
mentioned that
day. "They are
you get as old a
plies.
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Dr. Graves..--...

The F
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In Mui
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One thing you c
the old fashionei
If you took a ho:
be shod, he wouli
40 other things
done too.
The amount of tin
ed up in loafing a
astronomic figure
Mess life of Amer
PRICES 3V4
Prices on two
switched in the 1
and Auto advei
Thursday. The A
curler knit shoul
priced at $0.99
Dome electric ski]
In the advertie
prices were reveree

WEATHER
United Press

Big K wishes to congratulate Mrs. Freda
Stubblefield of Farmington, Ky., Winner.
of the $100.00 Gift Certificate
,at Big K.

IA

Kentucky: Cons
diness and coole
scattered light sh
ing and cooler ton
continued cool S
today in the 501.
In the 30s.
EXTENDED
The extended r
cast for Kentucky
likely Monday a
ending from the
night.
Cold temperatur
veil Tuesday and 'f
with highs lowest
50s into the 405 in
half of the state 1
the lows in the upp
30s late Tuesday
wise, temperatures
1y in the 60s.
The outlook shoe
s partly cloudy I
Wednesday.

